THE WTO MEDICINES DECISION: WORLD PHARMACEUTICAL TRADE AND THE PROTECTION OF PUBLIC HEALTH

By Frederick M. Abbott*

On November 14, 2001, the Ministerial Conference of the World Trade Organization, meeting in Doha, Qatar, adopted the Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health (Doha Declaration).1 The declaration affirms that the WTO Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights “can and should be interpreted and implemented in a manner supportive of WTO Members’ right to protect public health and, in particular, to promote access to medicines for all,” and it reaffirms that the Agreement “provide[s] flexibility for this purpose.”2 The Doha Declaration mandated further negotiations on one important subject, providing in its paragraph 6: “We recognize that WTO Members with insufficient or no manufacturing capacities in the pharmaceutical sector could face difficulties in making effective use of compulsory licensing under the TRIPS Agreement. We instruct the Council for TRIPS to find an expeditious solution to this problem . . . .”3

Nearly two years later, on August 30, 2003, the WTO General Council adopted the Decision on Implementation of Paragraph 6 of the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health (Decision).4 The leadership of the WTO hailed the Decision as evidence that the organization could deal effectively with important issues of social concern.5 However, the reaction among a broad cross-section of stakeholders was more tempered.6 Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) concerned about access to medicines were disappointed by the complexity of the arrangement, arguing that it would be unworkable in practice.6 Similar misgivings were expressed
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2 Doha Declaration, supra note 1, para. 4 (referring to Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization, Annex 1C, Apr. 15, 1994, in WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION, THE LEGAL TEXTS: THE RESULTS OF THE URUGUAY ROUND OF MULTILATERAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS 321 (1999) [hereinafter TRIPS Agreement]). The TRIPS Agreement is applicable to all members of the WTO.


by developing country producers of generic pharmaceuticals. Spokespersons for the group of pharmaceutical companies that engage in substantial research and development (commonly known as Pharma) said they welcomed the Decision as finally resolving an open issue, but these companies later lobbied actively in Canada to restrict implementing legislation. The developing countries that had led the negotiations expressed satisfaction with the result, but others harbored doubts. The United States accepted the Decision as a problematic compromise, but has since sought to limit its scope of application.

What is it about the Decision that provoked such a broad range of reactions? Specifically, what were the policies of the interested parties that succeeded in giving the Decision its final shape and what is the meaning of the interplay between them? In exploring these questions, this article pursues two principal lines of inquiry. First, it analyzes developing country negotiating strategy regarding the Decision in light of the result achieved and draws lessons from that experience. Second, it places the Decision in the context of the trend in U.S. trade policy toward the use of bilateral and regional arrangements to correct what the United States perceives as specific deficiencies in WTO rules, with particular reference to the TRIPS Agreement. The article considers this trend from the standpoint of developing countries, which have substantially increased their negotiating effectiveness in Geneva but have yet to come to grips with the U.S. forum-shifting strategy. The success of this strategy to date suggests that economic and political power remains a key factor in determining the outcome of trade negotiations—a fact that should not come as a great surprise—and that the United States may be more effective in exerting its power in bilateral or limited multilateral settings than at the global multilateral level. Drawing in substantial part on an analysis of negotiating strategies at the WTO, the article considers ways that developing countries might address U.S. efforts to restrict flexibilities regarding TRIPS and public health in bilateral and regional settings.

Clearly, the Decision adopted by the WTO is not a solution to the HIV/AIDS pandemic or the myriad other public health problems confronting developing (and developed) countries. The global response to HIV/AIDS remains a continuing catastrophe and, more generally, billions continue to live with inadequate health care. Nonetheless, the Decision constitutes one helpful piece of a much larger public health puzzle.

I. THE PROBLEM ADDRESSED BY THE DECISION

To understand how the Decision was supposed to achieve the objective of paragraph 6 of the Doha Declaration—to enable countries lacking manufacturing capacity in pharmaceuticals to make effective use of compulsory licensing—one must first examine the nature of the problem.

7 Author’s discussions with D. G. Shah, secretary-general, Indian Pharmaceutical Alliance, at WTO Ministerial Conference, Cancun (Sept. 2003).
8 The Pharma companies are typically the first to obtain marketing approval and are considered the “originators” of new drugs. The U.S. Pharma lobbying group (the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America) uses the acronym “PhRMA.” The International Federation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers & Associations (IFPMA) is a lobbying group for “international” Pharma. For initial favorable responses from IFPMA and PhRMA representatives, see BNA, supra note 6. For the companies’ lobbying activity, see text at note 272 infra and paper of Rx&D infra note 106.
9 Becker, supra note 6 (quoting head of South African delegation to the WTO, Faizel Ismail); BNA, supra note 6 (quoting Kenyan ambassador to the WTO, Amina Chawahir Mohamed).
10 See WTO General Council, Minutes of Meeting on 25, 26 and 30 Aug. 2003, Doc. WT/GC/M/82 (Nov. 17, 2003) [hereinafter General Council Minutes].
11 Compare Office of United States Trade Representative [USTR], Statement of Ambassador Linnet F. Deily, Permanent Representative to the World Trade Organization and Deputy U.S. Trade Representative, Following Agreement in WTO on Access to Medicines (Aug. 30, 2003), with text at note 248 infra.
The TRIPS Agreement Text

Article 31 of the TRIPS Agreement permits all WTO members to grant compulsory patent licenses, that is, licenses to another producer to make the patented product without the patent holder’s consent. The article does not limit the grounds on which such licenses may be issued, but it does impose certain obligations of a substantive and procedural nature. On the substantive side, Article 31 requires that the patent holder be paid adequate remuneration in the circumstances of the case and that licenses be “non-exclusive.” License applications are to be considered on their individual merits. On the procedural side, an ordinary commercial track requires that the applicant first seek a voluntary license from the patent holder on reasonable terms and conditions. Under a separate “fast track,” the precondition of prior negotiations may be waived (for national emergency, other circumstances of extreme urgency, or public noncommercial use). Licenses are subject to termination when the conditions giving rise to the grant are no longer present.

Article 31(f) provides that licenses should be issued “predominantly for the supply of the domestic market” of the member granting them. Thus, a country with manufacturing capacity can issue a license for its local manufacture and supply all of the country’s internal needs, and it can also authorize export of a “non-predominant” part of the production. A member may also issue a license for the importation of a product to meet all of its domestic needs. The Article 31(f) restriction on exports does not apply when a compulsory license is issued to remedy an anticompetitive practice.

A government may issue a compulsory license on a pharmaceutical patent to remedy a problem associated with pricing or availability. It can authorize a domestic producer to make the medicine, assuming that there is a domestic producer with that capacity. Such producers may
be found in the United States, Germany, India, Brazil, and China, or in other pharmaceutical-producing countries, but not in most countries. Additionally, if “generic” off-patent supplies of the product are available abroad, a country may authorize the importation of the product without the consent of the domestic patent holder. But prospective users of compulsory licensing face problems if (1) there is insufficient or no domestic manufacturing capacity for the product, and (2) the product is on patent in potential exporting countries and exports from these countries under compulsory licenses are limited by Article 31(f).

The Practical Implications

Until January 1, 2005, the restriction imposed by Article 31(f) of the TRIPS Agreement was not likely to present a practical problem because India, a thriving generic drug manufacturer and exporter, would not be providing patent protection for pharmaceutical products before that date. India had successfully developed its generic industry partly because it had not provided patent protection for the products of the Pharma companies under patent elsewhere. If a developing country in Africa, for example, wanted to grant a compulsory license to import a low-priced generic version of an antiretroviral medicine (ARV) to treat HIV/AIDS, it could import the medicine from an Indian producer. However, India was obligated to introduce patent protection for pharmaceutical products as of January 1, 2005, when a ten-year transitional period under Article 65 of the TRIPS Agreement came to an end. In fact, it issued an executive ordinance to that effect in late December 2004.


24 India took advantage of the transition period allowed by Article 65.4 of the TRIPS Agreement, which must be read in conjunction with Article 70.8–9. Article 65.4 permits developing members that had not previously granted patent protection for pharmaceutical products until January 1, 2005, to initiate such protection, while Article 70.8–9 provides for the establishment of a patent application “mailbox” and the availability of “exclusive marketing rights” for pharmaceutical (and agricultural chemical) products. Under Article 70.8 a member that did not provide pharmaceutical product (or agricultural chemical product) patent protection was required, commencing on January 1, 1995, to accept such patent applications for filing and store them until protection was provided. At that later point, the applications would be withdrawn from the mailbox and examined, with patentability criteria applied as if the applications were being reviewed when the applications were filed, thereby preserving patentability against acts that might otherwise be disqualifying. If the application were to result in the grant of a patent, the term of the patent would commence on the filing date of the mailbox application. For a detailed treatment of the mailbox system and exclusive marketing rights, see U N C O M M E R C E T R A D E O F F I C E, UNCTAD/ICTSD, supra note 13, at 751–82.


26 Gaz. India Extraordinary pt. II, sec. 1 (2004), Patents (Amendment) Ordinance, 2004, No. 7, New Delhi, 26 Dec. 2004 (hereinafter Indian Ordinance); see also id., sec. 3(ii), Patents (Amendment) Rules, New Delhi, 28 Dec. 2004. The amendment of the Patents Act in India to fulfill TRIPS obligations with respect to patents on pharmaceutical products has been highly controversial and is worthy of treatment in a separate article. See, e.g., Frederick M. Abbott, IN TRIPS and Public Health, 2004 PROC. INDIACHEM 67.

On April 5, 2005, the Patents (Amendment) Act was published as law. Gaz. India Extraordinary pt. II, sec. 1 (2005), Patents (Amendment) Act, 2005, No. 15, New Delhi, 5 Apr. 2005 (An Act further to amend the Patents Act, 1970). The 2005 amendments modified the ordinance in quite a few significant ways, including by (1) defining “inventive step” to require technical advance as compared to existing knowledge, or having economic significance; (2) expressly limiting patentability of different forms of the same substance absent a showing of a significant difference in efficacy; (3) maintaining a reasonably strong form of pre-grant opposition; (4) eliminating an unnecessary hurdle to the grant of compulsory licenses under the Decision; (5) clarifying exports permitted under the general compulsory licensing provision (e.g., expressly authorizing export of the nonpredominant part of production), as well as establishing certain presumptive timelines used in that provision; (6) improving a provision intended to permit parallel importation of patented products; and (7) allowing continued production in India of generic versions of medicines already on the market (if now patented by third parties under the mailbox system), with payment of a reasonable royalty—a form of “prior user right” adapted to India’s unique situation. See India Press Information Bureau, Fact Sheet: Important Changes Incorporated in the Patents (Amendments) Bill, 2005, as Compared to the Patents (Amendments) Bill, 2003 (Mar. 23, 2005), available at <http://commerce.nic.in/Mar05_release.htm#h33>.
What are the consequences of the introduction of patent protection for pharmaceutical products in India? There are two. First, newly developed medicines (post-January 1, 2005) will be subject to patenting. If new ARVs are developed to address, for example, resistance to existing ARVs, these drugs will not be available in low-priced generic versions (i.e., from a person other than the patent holder/originalator) unless India (or another country) issues compulsory licenses. As long-term ARV treatment is provided, resistance to at least some regimens will emerge and new medicines will be needed. Second, India will process the patent applications that have collected in its “mailbox” since January 1, 1995. The drugs that are the subject of “approved” mailbox applications will be patented for the remainder of the twenty-year term from the filing of their mailbox application. This two-fold nature of the end of the transitional period should be born in mind. After January 1, 2005, “new” medicines had to be offered patent protection in all developed and developing (though not least-developed) countries and “old” medicines sitting in India’s mailbox could be patented.

A large number of applications regarding pharmaceutical products collected in India’s mailbox from January 1, 1995, through December 31, 2004. When this article was completed, the precise contents and potential effect of these applications had not yet been determined (and India had not yet formally codified amendments to its patent legislation). The large number of applications suggested that many older established medicines would come under patent, which may present an immediate problem because it would restrict the world supply of generic medicines. How, at least with respect to HIV/AIDS treatment, most of the first-line ARV regimens used around the world are based on medicines patented before January 1, 1995. Consequently, India’s existing supply of generic ARVs may not be substantially affected by mailbox applications. Yet this is not a foregone conclusion, as pharmaceutical research companies typically file multiple patents on medicines and they can reasonably be assumed to have done so in India. They may patent formulations that represent improvements on patents first granted on “new chemical entities,” and they may patent combinations of previously known compounds. Not uncommonly,
For these reasons, one cannot precisely foretell the extent to which countries importing generic ARVs from India after the 2005 transition will face problems resulting from the granting of mailbox-based patents. It seems likely that some (if not most) existing first-line treatments, at least in noncombination form, will remain available off patent. The terms of India’s new patent legislation will be critical to determining other effects. The potential for ongoing production of generic ARVs in India was one subject matter the paragraph 6 negotiations were attempting to address. Nevertheless, no matter exactly how much the end of the transitional period affects current generic production of ARVs in India, dealing with that situation was only one objective of the negotiations.

Other countries with manufacturing capacity in the pharmaceutical sector, including developing countries such as Argentina, Brazil, and China, may choose to offer supplies of medicines under compulsory license to countries with public health needs, and in these countries the relevant patent protection has been in force for some time. South Africa, among others, may elect to increase its local manufacturing of medicines. As it turned out, the first countries to implement the Decision were developed countries—Canada and Norway.

In addition, while the medicines controversy at the WTO arose out of events surrounding the HIV/AIDS pandemic, the problem of the supply of lower-priced “new” generic medicines is not limited to HIV/AIDS. Most of the medicines on the “essential medicines list” of the World Health Organization are not under patent—though ARVs most notably are—and for a range of medical conditions affecting the poor in developing countries, patent protection is not the

Kaletra in two formulations, and the last patent is shown to expire on November 7, 2017. These data are also reported in the Orange Book of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), infra note 47.

India’s Patents Act (1970, as amended through 1999) expressly disallowed patents on new uses of known substances and mere combinations of known substances; see sec. 3(d) & (e). The executive ordinance refers to “mere” new uses, which, if adopted into law by Parliament, would introduce a significant element of uncertainty with regard to the disallowance of new use patents. Patents (Amendment) Ordinance, 2004, supra note 26, para. 3.

Remarks of Nazmul Hassan, CEO, Beximco Chemical Division, Dhaka, Bangladesh, at May 21–23, 2004 QUNO meeting in Jongny-sur-Vevey, Switzerland, infra note 173, regarding information presented by various pharmaceutical industry representatives.


As discussed infra in text at note 202, countries in Africa receive special treatment under the Decision, which may provide additional impetus for increasing production on the continent. Even prior to the Decision, the South African government was promoting the development of capacity to produce medicines locally. 44 See text at notes 106–10 infra.

Note also that HIV/AIDS is an immune deficiency syndrome that may lead to a wide range of opportunistic infections and disease conditions (such as cancer), which may be better treated by patented drugs (such as newer antibiotics). For example, Azithromycin formulation (crystalline dehydrate) is under patent in South Africa until July 2008. Médicins sans frontières, supra note 34, Annexe A. A solution for HIV/AIDS limited to ARVs would be overly restrictive since it would not affect the conditions of the treatment when treatment is not provided or fails.

References to medicines under patent on the essential medicines list are difficult to quantify. To illustrate: recognizing the importance of preventing cardiovascular disease, the authors of the list make reference to the statin class of therapies, noting that these drugs are under patent and expensive. However, the statin class, which includes Pfizer’s Lipitor, was not specifically recommended when this article was written. See WHO, Essential Medicines Library (EMLib), available at <http://mednet3.who.int/eml/>. 
principal obstacle to treatment. On the other hand, individuals in developing countries are by no means afflicted only by a limited range of “diseases of the poor” (such as malaria and tuberculosis). The statistical tables prepared by the WHO indicate that cardiovascular disease, cancer, diabetes, and respiratory disease (including asthma) are major causes of morbidity and mortality in developing countries, and newer, more effective treatments for these conditions are often patented and will be patented in the future. One of the principal issues addressed in the negotiations was whether the solution should be a short-term means to deal with an immediate public health crisis, or whether it should provide a long-term mechanism for dealing with a broad range of present and future (and possibly unforeseeable) public health problems requiring pharmaceutical intervention. In considering this issue, the broad scope of the change that took place on January 1, 2005, must not be overlooked. The mandatory requirement of patent protection for pharmaceutical products is not directed to a narrow range or class of medicines. It will affect the world pharmaceuticals market generally and reshape the economy of supply.

New public health challenges requiring low-cost access to newer medicines are almost certain to arise. The SARS outbreak gave notice that the TRIPS Agreement should provide the flexibility for responding to such challenges without the need for multiyear negotiations at the WTO.

Broadly Shared Interests

As a general proposition, developing countries at the WTO shared strong interests in the subject matter of the Decision despite substantial differences in their economic circumstances and immediate public health needs. Pharmaceutical companies based in a handful of industrialized countries own or control the vast preponderance of pharmaceutical patents. Because of the concentrated structure of the industry, this situation is likely to persist for some time. India, China, and other developing countries will increasingly compete in the development and introduction of new patented medicines, but this will not necessarily make matters better for other developing countries. Instead, it may mean that patterns of “country concentration” will shift. Developing countries on the whole have shared interests in assuring that there will be alternative production of new patented medicines, but this will not necessarily make matters better for other developing countries. Instead, it may mean that patterns of “country concentration” will shift. Developing countries on the whole have shared interests in assuring that there will be alternative

43 See Abbott, supra note 12.
44 Note, however, that new drugs for the treatment of malaria are patented, such as artemisone-based drugs for which Bayer holds patent, see News File: Cooperation with WHO Initiative: Bayer Develops New Malaria Medicine; Plans to Help Developing Countries (May 14, 2002), at <http://www.bayer.com>, and that new drugs under development for the treatment of tuberculosis are likely to be patented, see, e.g., TB Alliance, at <http://www.tballiance.org> (reporting on developments in research as of early 2005).
45 On cardiovascular disease, see, for example, Emma Ross, Causes of Heart Attacks the Same All over Globe, CHI SUN-TIMES, Aug. 30, 2004, at 29, available in LEXIS, News Library, Major World Newspapers File, noting that “the globe’s No. 1 killer [is] now taking over the developing world” and that “80 percent of the heart disease in the world is in developing countries.” As for diabetes, it is referred to by the WHO as an “epidemic.” See, e.g., WHO, Combating the Diabetes Epidemic (1999–2000), at <http://www.who.int/diabetes/en/>.
46 See WHO, WORLD HEALTH REPORT 2002, Annex, tbl. 3; at text at note 41 supra.
47 There are a number of important new medicines for the treatment of diseases affecting individuals in developing countries. See, e.g., MED AD NEWS, supra note 35. For example, Gleevec, an important treatment for leukemia, shows a patent expiration date of March 28, 2013. Bayer’s well-known Cipro antibiotic shows an initial patent expiration date of December 8, 2003, but additional patents listed extend to June 9, 2015. Cardiovascular disease is a major problem in developing countries. The leading cholesterol-lowering drug, Lipitor, is under patent in the United States at least until September 2009.
48 For example, very recent reports express growing concern that the avian flu viruses sweeping Asia might migrate to humans and that adequate supplies of new medicines might not be available for a response. See Lawrence K. Altman, U. S. Issues Its First Plan for Responding to a Flu Pandemic, N. Y. TIMES, Aug. 26, 2004, at A17.
49 Data on the concentration of the pharmaceutical industry are presented and referenced in Frederick M. Abbott, WTO TRIPS Agreement and Its Implications for Access to Medicines in Developing Countries, prepared for the British Commission on Intellectual Property Rights (Study Paper 2a, Feb. 2002).
production of medicines not under the control of patent holders and that they will have access to newer products, wherever produced.

Developed countries at the WTO also shared interests, but a disparity separated the stakeholders. The major patent-holding pharmaceutical companies are concentrated in a few countries, including the United States, Great Britain, Germany, Japan, and Switzerland. These countries earn substantial rents from the exploitation of pharmaceutical patents. The pursuit of patent rents, among other things, promotes future research and development. The United States is home to the largest concentration of pharmaceutical patent holders and generates the most revenue from this sector. It was not surprising that the United States was the leading advocate of patent holder interests, or that Britain, Germany, Japan, and Switzerland generally supported it.

Some developed countries, however, also expressed substantial interest in access to lower-priced patented medicines. For developed countries that are not the base of the major Pharma companies, the incentives to support the United States and similarly situated countries were not so compelling. That is, consumer interests strongly offset producer interests. Members of the European Union struggled to form common positions on the Decision, as Britain and Germany made different demands from those of the Netherlands and government agencies with responsibility in different policy areas advocated divergent approaches. As a result of this internal competition, the European Union took a less aggressive position in support of patent holders than the United States.

Impact on Pharmaceutical Development

Estimating the potential impact of the Decision would be facilitated by objectively assessing the validity of claims that incremental declines in future patent rents from developing countries would undermine Pharma's mission to develop new medicines. Such an assessment is difficult.

From the standpoint of developing countries, the value of increasing patent rent payments to Pharma companies can be questioned on several grounds. Until now, these companies have

50 Id.
51 Regarding patent rent flows from TRIPS implementation generally, see WORLD BANK, GLOBAL ECONOMIC PROSPECTS AND THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 2002, ch. 5 & tbl. 5.1. See also J. MICHAEL FINGER, THE DOHA AGENDA AND DEVELOPMENT: A VIEW FROM THE URUGUAY ROUND 13–19, 25 (Asian Development Bank, 2002). For estimates of patent rents from developing countries with respect to pharmaceuticals, see Abbott, supra note 49. Trade negotiators typically act on behalf of producer interests, see, e.g., Ernst-Ulrich Petersmann, Challenges to the Legitimacy of the World Trading System: Democratic Governance and Competition Culture at the WTO, 7 J. INT'L ECON. L. 585, 603 (2004), and in these negotiations would see their objective as maximizing future rents on behalf of their industrial patent holders.
52 This perspective is reflected in the common practice of regulating pharmaceutical prices in OECD countries other than the United States. See Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Directorate for Financial, Fiscal and Enterprise Affairs, Committee on Competition Law and Policy, Competition and Regulation Issues in the Pharmaceutical Industry, Doc. DAF/F/CLP(2000)29, tbls. A–7 through A–9 (Feb. 6, 2001). See also discussion of formulation and execution of EU policy in text at notes 53–54 infra. Consumers benefit from pharmaceutical research and development as well as from lower prices. However, the interests of pharmaceutical producers and consumers are not coextensive. Producers seek to maximize profits, and approach the development and sale of pharmaceuticals with this objective. This modus operandi leads to distortions from a public health standpoint, such as focusing on treatments for erectile dysfunction and advertising such treatments widely.
53 This division was particularly evident as the Council formulated a common position for the June 2002 TRIPS Council meeting. The Netherlands, for example, strongly supported an Article 30 approach, while Britain and Germany did not. Author’s discussions with interested officials and EC documents in author’s files (Apr.-june 2000).
54 Development agencies in the EU member states took different positions from those of industrial policy agencies.
55 See, for example, the European Union’s lack of support for the U.S. position on scope of diseases, text at notes 95–105 infra.
57 See KEITH MASKUS, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY 160 (Inst. for Int’l Econ., 2000) (concluding that increased patent rent payments are probably the predominant impact on developing countries).
not relied on developing countries’ patent rents for their research budgets. There is reason to doubt that the Pharma companies are underfunded from lack of patent rents from those countries. In addition, developing countries have little voice in the direction of Pharma research, which tends to focus on diseases prevalent in the developed countries. Pharma companies spend about 15 percent of their revenues on research and development, but a much larger portion of expenditures goes to administration, advertising, and promotion, which are also covered by patent rents. In effect, higher prices for medicines in developing countries will be used to finance advertising campaigns in the member countries of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). Of some importance in this context, new drug pipelines have been fairly fallow in recent years. At the same time, patent protection almost certainly results in higher prices for new medicines. All other things being equal, higher prices will impose burdens on public health budgets in developing countries.

From the Pharma home-country standpoint, incremental patent revenues are used for research that results in new medicines. Stronger patent protection in developing countries will increase total research and development. No one denies that new medicines are necessary. The Pharma companies consider themselves the best suited to develop them. Moreover, the price of newer patented medicines is only one factor in the total health care package of developing countries, and new treatments may help to reduce nonpharmaceutical costs and perhaps overall health care costs. Action that would reduce patent revenues to Pharma would have the negative effect of reducing the pool of funds for research and development, and inhibiting the development of new medicines that benefit all countries and individuals.

This article cannot resolve the debate about the role of patents in pharmaceutical development and pricing. Because of limitations associated with objective analysis, any judgment concerning the prospective impact of the Decision, including alternative approaches, will necessarily be subjective. It must take into account a wide array of factors, including a substantial number of unknowables. To this author, it seems unlikely that providing a mechanism by which developing countries could secure alternative, lower-priced sources of supply would materially affect the...
II. THE NEGOTIATIONS

The problem posed by Article 31(f) of the TRIPS Agreement regarding the domestic market was recognized by developing countries and NGOs well before the 2001 ministerial meeting, and a proposal to address it was incorporated in a draft for the Doha Declaration prepared by the developing countries. However, while the United States and the European Union were willing to accommodate most of the developing countries’ demands at Doha, they were not prepared to accept those countries’ proposals to resolve the Article 31(f) problem. Instead, as noted above, the issue was put over for further negotiations under paragraph 6 of the Doha Declaration.

Paragraph 6 of the declaration directed the TRIPS Council to recommend a solution to the WTO General Council before the end of December 2002. The negotiations essentially proceeded in two sets. The first resulted in the text of December 16, 2002 (commonly referred to as the “Motta” text for Ambassador Eduardo Pérez Motta of Mexico, who chaired the TRIPS Council during its negotiation). The United States blocked a consensus at the meeting of the TRIPS Council convened on December 20, 2002, to consider approval of the Motta text. The second set of negotiations, chaired by Ambassador Vanu Gopala Menon of Singapore, who succeeded
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Ambassador Pérez Motta, resulted in the formulation of a statement that was to be read by the chairperson of the General Council prior to the formal adoption of the Decision.71

On August 28, 2003, the TRIPS Council approved the Motta text by consensus with instructions to forward it to the General Council for adoption, together with the text of the statement to be read prior to its adoption.72 On August 30, the General Council met in formal session. The chair of the TRIPS Council made a recommendation to the chair of the General Council,73 Members that wished to do so were given the opportunity to make statements regarding opting out of the system as importing countries.74 The chair of the General Council then read his statement and proposed the adoption of the Decision.75 The General Council, performing the functions of the Ministerial Conference in the interval between meetings, adopted the Decision by consensus.76 Various delegations then made statements to the General Council.77

When the General Council adopted the Decision, the Cancún Ministerial Conference was approaching (in September 2003). There had been considerable concern at the top level of the WTO Secretariat, as well as among the member countries, that if the public health issue was not resolved beforehand, it would overshadow all the other work there. Developing as well as developed countries had interests in items on the Cancún agenda. Developing countries, for example, were seeking major concessions in the field of agriculture. As a consequence, governmental quarters harbored little enthusiasm for a repeat of the Seattle Ministerial Conference, which ended in disarray resulting from inadequate advance preparation, combined with clashes between police and demonstrators. An agreement on public health would not ensure that the Doha Development Agenda would move forward in Cancún, but failure to reach an agreement on public health would virtually ensure a lack of progress on other matters.

Core Issues

This section focuses on three sets of issues that received preponderant attention in the negotiations: “scope of diseases,” eligible countries, and the article(s) of the TRIPS Agreement that would be addressed by the solution. The so-called scope-of-diseases issue was the most contentious. The “scope of diseases.” In paragraph 1 of the Doha Declaration, ministers “recognize the gravity of the public health problems afflicting many developing and least-developed countries, especially those resulting from HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria and other epidemics.” The United

71 In early August 2003, Ambassador Menon convened a group of five delegations—Brazil, India, Kenya, South Africa, and the United States—to consider a proposal for a chairperson’s statement to accompany the adoption of the text of December 16, 2002. On August 21, the chair presented the text of a proposed chairperson’s statement to the five delegations. The United States indicated that from its perspective the proposal from the chair was essentially non-negotiable. It was the bare minimum that the United States would accept. Discussions of that group were undertaken in confidence. Following certain modifications to the proposal and the concurrence of those delegations, the chair proposed to the TRIPS Council that it recommend adoption of the text of December 16, 2002, to the General Council, to be preceded by the reading of the chairperson’s statement reflecting certain “shared understandings.”

72 The formal record of adoption is set out in General Council Minutes, supra note 10. Prior to the General Council meeting, an informal meeting of the five delegations that had negotiated the chairperson’s statement and other interested delegations was convened, with the purpose of explaining and clarifying the statement. This meeting was informal, but the delegate from South Africa who had co-chaired the meeting was requested to make a general report to the chair of the General Council prior to adoption of the Decision. While some delegations were not pleased with the short time frame in which they were asked to approve the chairperson’s statement or the lack of consultations during its preparation, there was agreement to move forward. Some delegations proposed making separate statements prior to the General Council’s adoption of the Decision, but, at the insistence of the United States, it was decided that any such statements would be made following its formal adoption.

73 Id., para. 16. The chair made several remarks that reflected the report by the South African delegate based on the informal consultations regarding the chairperson’s statement. Id., paras. 17–18.

74 Id., para. 19.

75 Id., paras. 29–30.

76 Id., para. 31.

77 Id., paras. 33–89.
States adopted as its preferred “limiting approach” to the negotiations the contention that paragraph 1 of the Doha Declaration limited the solution under paragraph 6 to identified diseases.88

Developing country delegations, however, agreed from the outset of the negotiations that the paragraph 6 solution should broadly cover their present and future public health needs.79 Their immediate and pressing concern was to address the HIV/AIDS pandemic, malaria, and tuberculosis, but it was also recognized that the potential problem of access to affordable medicines extended beyond a short list of enumerated diseases.80 From the standpoint of developing countries, this issue had been resolved at Doha by the adoption of a broadly framed declaration. To them, attempts to limit the solution to particular diseases therefore amounted to an effort to rewrite the Doha Declaration.81

The Doha Declaration refers to the protection of “public health,” for example in paragraph 4, in the sense of the physical and mental well-being of individuals and groups. If developing countries were facing public health problems that required access to lower-priced medicines, it was not apparent why a distinction should be made between HIV/AIDS, on the one hand, and cancer, heart disease, diabetes, or asthma, on the other. NGOs rallied an impressive array of public health officials to criticize the approach of offering to help address only a few diseases.82 To counter the U.S. argument that developing countries such as India and Brazil intended to use the negotiations to promote the export of lifestyle drugs such as Viagra,83 developing country delegations and NGOs suggested the inclusion of negative lists to exclude such drugs, but these proposals were not taken up.

The common position of developing countries on this issue is reflected in the nonpaper on substantive and procedural elements that was presented to the TRIPS Council in early November by South Africa. This paper was supported by many developing countries.

4. Scope of diseases: Paragraph 1 of the Declaration does not in any manner qualify “public health” in paragraph 4; neither does it limit the scope of diseases that may be addressed when finding an expeditious solution to the problem referred to in paragraph 6. There must therefore be no a priori exclusions regarding diseases that may be addressed by importing and exporting Members or the products in the pharmaceutical sector used to address public health

88 The idea that the paragraph 6 solution might be limited to certain diseases surfaced in June and July of 2002. It was discussed at length at an informal meeting in July 2002 convened under the auspices of the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Quaker United Nations Office at Utstein Kloster, Norway. For a summary, see QUNO Staff, Implementing Paragraph 6 of the Doha Declaration, Report on Workshop on the WTO TRIPS Agreement and the Protection of Public Health (July 20–23, 2002). Nonetheless, the scope-of-diseases issue did not become a major element of the negotiations until the TRIPS Council meeting of September 2002.

89 From the beginning, developing countries supported a broad construction of pharmaceutical products. See, e.g., Communication from Kenya on Behalf of the African Group, WTO Doc. IP/C/W/351 (June 2002), though the issue was not addressed in great detail in the early papers. E.g., Communication from Brazil on Behalf of Bolivia, Brazil, Cuba, China, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, India, Indonesia, Pakistan, Peru, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Venezuela, WTO Doc. IP/C/W/355 (June 2002); Second Communication from the United States, WTO Doc. IP/C/W/358 (July 2002).

80 NGOs, including MSF and the Consumer Project on Technology (CPTech), played key roles in pointing out the extent of public health problems. See, e.g., MSF (Dr. Mary Moran), Reneging on Doha: An MSF Analysis of Recent Attempts to Restrict Developing Countries’ Use of Compulsory Licensing to a Set List of Diseases (2003). NGOs played a key role in pressuring the United States on the scope-of-diseases issue. See, e.g., MSF, Oxfam, Health Action International, Third World Network, & CPTech, Joint Press Release, U.S. Seeks Further Restrictions on Generic Medicines for Developing Countries (Aug. 25, 2003); MSF, Open Letter to the Members of the WTO (June 6, 2003); Letter from CPTech, Oxfam, MSF, and HA to WTO Delegates Regarding December 16, 2002 Chairman’s Text for “Solution” to Paragraph 6 of the Doha Declaration on TRIPS and Public Health (Dec. 19, 2002); CPTech, MSF, Oxfam, & Third World Network, NGOs: Say No to Poisonous Proposals on Paragraph 6 (Nov. 25, 2002); notes 43–48 supra. All but the last two listed sources are available on the MSF Web site, <http://www.access-msf.org>. The last two sources are available at <http://www.cptech.org/ip/wto/p6/ >.


health. It is neither practicable nor desirable to predict the pharmaceutical product needs of members desiring to protect the public health by promoting access to medicines for all. 84

From the standpoint of the United States and some other major Pharma home countries, 85 the industrial policy reason for attempting to limit the solution to an enumerated list of diseases was to limit the number of patented technologies subject to compulsory licensing for export. 86 The greater the number of patents that are subject to such licensing, the greater the risk that revenues will be eroded. From a health policy perspective, erosion of revenues reduces the pool of funds available for research and development of future medicines. The United States proposed distinguishing between infectious and noninfectious diseases. Presumably, an infectious disease would pose a greater risk of cross-border transmission and require more immediate attention.

In addition to arguing that prospective exporting countries were angling to make inroads in the Viagra and diet drug markets, 87 throughout the negotiations the United States made known its view that a scope-of-diseases limitation was inherent in paragraph 1, including by objecting to an explicit statement in the Decision that it was not limited to named diseases. 88 The United States blocked approval of the Motta text and then declared a moratorium on dispute settlement actions that included a list of epidemic diseases that it believed should be covered by the Decision. 89 Given the immediacy and scale of the HIV/AIDS pandemic and its impact on sub-Saharan Africa, the United States could (and did) claim that by holding out for a broader solution on the scope of diseases, other developing countries were undermining African interests. This argument put pressure on developing country negotiators to find an accommodation.

A major obstacle to the U.S. scope-of-diseases argument was posed by the text of the Doha Declaration itself. Paragraph 1 is a preambular statement in which WTO members “recognize” the significance of “public health problems” in developing and least-developed countries, and acknowledge that special problems result from certain medical conditions. In negotiating the declaration, the United States and a group of similarly minded countries had proposed that it

84 The nonpaper appeared in Inside U.S. Trade on October 25, 2002. South Africa submitted it for informal circulation to the TRIPS Council as Substantive and Procedural Elements of a Report to the General Council Under Paragraph 6 of the Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health, WTO Ref. Job02U156 (Nov. 4, 2002) [hereinafter South Africa Nonpaper]. Members speaking in support included Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Botswana, Cuba, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Kenya, Malaysia, Pakistan, Peru, the Philippines, Sri Lanka, and Thailand. This list is not meant to imply that only the listed members supported the positions in the paper but, rather, to identify the members that expressed their views in the meeting (from meeting notes of participant as furnished to author).

85 A limited view of the scope of diseases was also supported by Japan, see, e.g., Japan proposal for compromise (Feb. 2003) (on file with author) (containing list of diseases to be expanded on decision of TRIPS Council), Switzerland, and other members where Pharma companies are based. The Swiss moratorium adopted following the U.S. rejection of the Motta text referred to a limited scope of diseases. Switzerland, State Secretary for Economic Affairs, Press Release, On the Negotiations in WTO on Access to Drugs in Developing Countries (Dec. 22, 2002) [hereinafter Swiss Press Release] (on file with author). Although at one point the European Union made a proposal to limit use of the solution to “grave” conditions, see Paragraph 6 of the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health: Elements for a Compromise Solution, reprinted in INSIDE U.S. TRADE as EU TRIPS Paper (Nov. 1, 2002) [hereinafter EU TRIPS Paper], the European Commission takes the position that it did not intend to limit the scope of the solution; nor is it so limited. See Vandoren & Van Eeckhout, supra note 17. The EU Draft Regulation, discussed in text at note 111 infra, confirms the EU perspective.

86 The USTR's position was taken in view of the position of the Pharma companies. See, for example, Drug Companies Push for Limits on Disease Coverage in Drug Patent Deal, Inside U.S. Trade, Nov. 22, 2002, noting:

The leading executives of 20 U.S. research-based pharmaceutical companies this week urged U.S. Trade Representative Robert Zoellick to ensure new World Trade Organization rules allowing countries greater flexibility to import generic copies of patented drugs are limited only to medicines for serious epidemics, and do not allow the overriding of patents dealing with diseases like cancer, heart disease or diabetes.

87 See USTR Press Release, supra note 83.

88 As reported to the author by several TRIPS Council delegates, the United States strongly objected to distribution of the chair's draft text of November 20, 2002, which stated that it was "understood that the reference to public health problems is not limited to the three specific diseases mentioned therein or to epidemics." Implementation of Paragraph 6 of the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health, Draft Legal Language for General Council Decision (Nov. 20, 2002) [hereinafter Nov. 20 Draft].
be limited to addressing HIV/AIDS and other pandemics. This proposal was rejected by developing countries.  

The core of the Doha Declaration, paragraph 4, speaks broadly and does not refer to a list of diseases or conditions. After indicating agreement that members are not prevented from acting to protect public health by the TRIPS Agreement, paragraph 4 continues: “Accordingly, while reiterating our commitment to the TRIPS Agreement, [the ministers] affirm that the Agreement can and should be interpreted and implemented in a manner supportive of WTO Members’ right to protect public health and, in particular, to promote access to medicines for all.”

Paragraph 5(b) of the Doha Declaration recognizes that the TRIPS Agreement in no way limits the grounds on which members may issue compulsory licenses. Paragraph 5(c) recognizes that each member has the right to determine what constitutes a national emergency or circumstance of extreme urgency, and that HIV/AIDS, malaria, tuberculosis, and other epidemics could constitute such emergencies. Paragraph 7, which extends the transition period for least-developed countries, broadly refers to patent and data protection rules with respect to “pharmaceutical products”; nowhere in either the text or the subsequent implementing acts by the TRIPS Council and the General Council is it suggested that this provision is in any way restricted to pharmaceutical products used to treat a category of disease.

Paragraph 6 of the Doha Declaration, which formed the basis of the negotiations, refers broadly to “products of the pharmaceutical sector.” No language in paragraph 6 implies or even suggests a scope-of-diseases limitation. The problem lies in capacity “in the pharmaceutical sector.” The solution is to be directed “to this problem.” If the drafters of paragraph 6 had intended to direct the TRIPS Council to find a solution to the problem of “AIDS medicines” or “epidemics” or “emergencies,” it would have been a simple matter to use limiting language. The problem was instead in “making effective use of compulsory licensing” and, in paragraph 5(b) of the Doha Declaration, members affirmed that there are no limitations on the grounds for granting compulsory licenses.

In Chairman Pérez Motta’s initially distributed proposed elements of a solution, and in his first tendered draft of the definition of “pharmaceutical products,” the words “public health problems referred to in paragraph 1” of the Doha Declaration were used. Developing countries objected to the “referred to in” language because it might imply that only specifically identified (i.e., referenced) diseases or conditions should be addressed by the solution. After repeated objections, the language was changed to the “public health problems as recognized in paragraph 1,” a formulation that focuses on the acknowledgment of public health concerns without implying that only those problems “referred to” would be addressed.

The Motta text, which was later adopted as the Decision, resolved the scope-of-diseases issue in the definition of “pharmaceutical product” in paragraph 1(a). It provides:

“pharmaceutical product” means any patented product, or product manufactured through a patented process, of the pharmaceutical sector needed to address the public health problems as recognized in paragraph 1 of the Declaration. It is understood that active ingredients necessary for its manufacture and diagnostic kits needed for its use would be included.

---

91 Paragraph 5(b) is directed to all compulsory licensing of medicines, and not a limited set of medicines.
92 In paragraph 5(c) members made clear that the fast track under Article 31(b) of the TRIPS Agreement could be used for diseases that required urgent attention.
93 See text of paragraph 6, in text following note 2 supra.
94 The draft legal language of November 19 dropped the “as.” A substantially different proposal was made on November 20, 2002, when “as referred to in” language was restored but qualified as indicated supra note 88. In the draft of November 24, 2002, the legal language as it appears in the Decision was first used.
The United States rejected the text of December 16, 2002, because it would not accept the consensus reached by other members on scope of diseases. The grounds were reflected in the minutes of the TRIPS Council. In January and February 2003, several proposals were floated to resolve the scope-of-diseases impasse between the United States and other WTO members. In January the European Union suggested a mechanism that would set out a presumptive list of diseases addressed by the Decision, and would involve the WHO in determining whether a public health need was present in other cases. Although the European Union argued that its proposal was not intended to limit the scope of diseases, it was difficult to understand how shifting the burden to users to establish their right to use the solution would not act as a restriction. In any event, developing countries and the United States evinced no enthusiasm for the proposal, and it did not move forward. Other proposals were floated in connection with a Tokyo ministerial meeting in February 2003. USTR Robert Zoellick indicated at that meeting that the United States might be willing to concede on the scope of diseases if the solution were limited to Africa. After the Tokyo meeting, the Pharma companies floated suggestions along the lines proposed by the USTR in Tokyo, that the scope of diseases might not be limited if the list of eligible importing countries was restricted. The common view of developing countries was rearticulated by African, Caribbean, and Pacific Ministers (ACP) in May 2003, and communicated to the TRIPS Council:

The ACP position then was and still is that any text that restricts the agreement to a set list of diseases, even involving the WHO in assessing public health concerns, would constitute an unacceptable attempt to restrict ACP's use of compulsory licensing. The scope of diseases was already extensively discussed in Doha, and the consensus text included in the Doha Declaration rejected any limitations.

When the United States offered to conclude the negotiations on the basis of the chair's statement, the initially proposed text contained language that might have raised questions about the scope of diseases. The United States agreed to modify the language so as to track the Motta text.

The European Union and Switzerland followed with their own moratoriums (the former based on the December 16 text). Letter from Pascal Lamy to WTO Trade Ministers (Jan. 7, 2003), reprinted in INSIDE U.S. TRADE, Jan. 10, 2003; Swiss Press Release, supra note 85.

"The representative of the United States regretted its inability to join the consensus on the Chairman's draft text of 16 December. . . . She [Amb. Deily] indicated that her delegation was willing to join the consensus on all parts of the draft, except the one on the scope of diseases." TRIPS Council, supra note 69, para. 34 (emphasis added).

The United States attempted to divide countries on this issue by accentuating immediate African interests in addressing HIV/AIDS, and by suggesting that prospective exporting countries were not giving those interests adequate attention while pursuing their own agendas. See, e.g., Media Round Table with USTR Robert B. Zoellick, Pretoria, South Africa (Jan. 13, 2003), available at <http://www.usembassy.it/file2003_01/aliala3011403.htm> (stating that despite the intention of paragraph 6 to assist countries that lacked the "capacity to produce pharmaceuticals on their own, all of a sudden everyone else wants to get it too. Okay? So, Brazil and India and people who frankly may not have Africa's best interests at heart decide, well, we need to be able to get this.").

See EU Proposal on Scope of TRIPS and Health Compromise Faces Criticism, INSIDE U.S. TRADE, Jan. 17, 2003 (comments by Jonathan Quick, director of the WH O Essential Drugs and Medicines Division). Although the proposal was criticized by the Essential Drugs and Medicines Division, the author was advised (by EU officials) that the European Union had discussed the proposal with others at the WHO before making it and had received support.


Communication from the African, Caribbean and Pacific Group of States (ACP), supra note 81.

A significant concern of developing members regarding the chair's August 21 proposal related to a subtle attempt to restrict the scope of diseases. The introduction to the draft statement provided, inter alia: "This Decision
The reference in the definition of “pharmaceutical product” to the “public health problems as recognized in paragraph 1 of the [Doha] Declaration” does not limit the disease conditions that may be addressed under the Decision.104 It is up to each member to decide whether it faces a public health problem that should be addressed by the use of compulsory licensing, and to make a determination regarding the pharmaceutical products that are needed. The negotiating history of the Decision confirms this interpretation. In light of this negotiating history, it would be exceedingly difficult to conclude that the Decision does in fact incorporate such a limitation.105

On the scope-of-diseases issue, developing countries formulated and maintained a common position with a strong foundation in policy and law. The result was a major success in the negotiations. Why was the United States unsuccessful in this regard? First, its legal arguments were not adequately grounded in the Doha Declaration. Second, the U.S. position was hard to justify from a policy standpoint. The U.S. argument that broad scope-of-disease coverage would undermine future research and development was ultimately not persuasive to the broad spectrum of WTO members. Third, the United States was unable to convince the European Union to join it in demanding that the scope of diseases be limited. In the end, the United States was isolated, put it in the diplomatically uncomfortable posture of being the sole obstacle to a solution to the paragraph 6 problem. This isolation raised the stakes to U.S. trade diplomacy of maintaining its hard line.

The scope-of-diseases issue did not end with the adoption of the Decision. Shortly afterwards, Canada announced that it would adopt legislation to implement the Decision.106 An unnamed “senior federal official” promptly said there was a lack of international consensus about the diseases that could be addressed and that Canada would need to act cautiously.107 Following
extensive dialogue in Canada, the government dropped the argument that the Decision, as such, limited the scope of diseases. It did, however, draw up a list of products that would be subject to compulsory licensing for export, which may be expanded by the government in consultation with an expert committee.

Norway, which has also implemented the Decision, did not establish a list of diseases that may be addressed, referring to the text of the Decision.

The proposed EU regulation to implement the Decision (EU Draft Regulation), issued in late October 2004, covers all pharmaceutical products and provides for the authorization of compulsory licenses for "any" medicine. Such authorization includes vaccines that have the property of "preventing disease in human beings" or "restoring, correcting or modifying physiological functions."

The Netherlands has adopted implementing policy rules that do not limit the pharmaceutical products that may be supplied. These rules will be modified, as needed, to conform with the EU Draft Regulation when it is adopted. The executive ordinance adopted by India to comply with its obligation under the TRIPS Agreement to implement patent protection of pharmaceutical products generally authorizes the controller of patents to issue compulsory licenses for manufacture and export without limiting the range of products. Switzerland is proposing a formula in its implementing legislation that is consistent with the WTO texts. This proposal is intended not to introduce any limitation on the scope of diseases, as compared with the Decision. The draft that was initially proposed by the government raised some question in this

---


109 Bill C–9, An Act to Amend the Patent Act and the Food and Drugs Act (The Jean Chrétien Pledge to Africa), R.S.C., c. P–4 (2004) [hereinafter Canadian Medicines Export Act]. Section 21.02 defines pharmaceutical products that may be exported under the Act by reference to schedule 1. Section 21.03 provides that the governor in council, on the recommendation of the minister (leading the council) and the minister of health, may amend schedule 1. The appointment (within three years) of an advisory committee regarding recommendations on amendments to the schedule of covered products is provided for in section 21.18.

110 Norway played an active role in the negotiating process of the Decision, including by providing a forum for an important meeting of stakeholders. Although Canada’s Act has been more widely publicized, Norway was the first country to adopt implementing legislation. On December 19, 2003, Norway amended section 49 of its Patents Act (entered into force February 1, 2004) to add a new fifth paragraph stating: “A compulsory licence shall be issued mainly with a view to supplying the domestic market. The King may by regulations prescribe rules that deviate from this.”


112 This interpretation is confirmed by Article 1(4) of the 2001/83/EC directive, which includes vaccines in the definition of "immunological medicinal product." Directive 2001/83/EC, supra note 111, Art. 1(2).


114 Id., Explanatory Notes.

115 Indian Ordinance, supra note 26, para. 54 (adding §92A to the principal Act). The ordinance may be modified as the Indian Parliament adopts amendments to the Patents Act.

Eligible countries. As has been seen, paragraph 6 was intended to solve the problem of countries “with insufficient or no manufacturing capacities in the pharmaceutical sector.” A second set of issues concerned the countries that would be entitled to make use of the solution. Most of the attention was devoted to whether any limitation would be placed on countries that could act as importers, although an early proposal by the United States would have limited the prospective exporting countries to developing countries.\(^{118}\)

As a general proposition, developing countries saw themselves as having a common interest in preventing the limitation of the solution to a particular category or class among them. No country is immune from public health problems or insulated from the need for affordable medicines. No country is self-sufficient in the sense of producing the full range of medicines used in its health system. Each maintains an interest in acting as an importer and, at least in theory, as an exporter.

Developing countries, however, differ substantially in terms of their pharmaceutical production capacity. Only a few can produce the therapeutic components of pharmaceuticals, so-called active pharmaceutical ingredients, or APIs,\(^{119}\) but many act as “formulators” of finished pharmaceutical products.\(^{120}\) Existing capacities made it more likely for some developing countries to be asked to make and export products under compulsory license than others. It was generally assumed that Argentina, Brazil, China, and India would be able to act as substantial exporters in the relatively near term. Other countries, such as South Africa, were likely to increase their capacity.

Some developing countries, especially members of the African Group, expressed strong interest in increasing local production capacity.\(^{121}\) This ambition gave rise to potential tension between countries with manufacturing capacity and countries desiring to develop it. The ability of India, for example, to export low-priced medicines to Africa might reduce the incentive for local investment in Africa to develop its own manufacturing capacity. Thus, there was some potential for conflict between the objectives of developing countries on the question of eligible importing and exporting countries. Some developing countries would be more likely to reap rewards as exporting countries, and their success might inhibit local development in other developing countries.

Despite this potential for conflict, developing countries did not have difficulty formulating or maintaining a common position on the wide eligibility of importing and exporting countries, for at least two reasons. First, as a practical matter the interests of prospective importing and exporting developing countries were symbiotic. For the foreseeable future, African countries are going to be importing new medicines, and Brazil, China, India, and others are needed as sources of supply. African self-sufficiency in the production of medicines will not be realized in the next few years, or even within a decade.\(^{122}\) Second, achieving negotiating success demanded wide developing country support, and no group of developing countries would accept being excluded from the solution.
These countries therefore proposed that determinations of eligibility be based on the express language of paragraph 6: that is, that a country had insufficient or no capacity in the pharmaceutical sector and, further, that this determination should be made in the specific context of the needed pharmaceutical. Moreover, each country should be responsible for determining whether it has such capacity.123

From the U.S. and EU viewpoints, interest in limiting the prospective importing countries was consistent with a general interest in limiting the use of the system. The problem involved establishing a reasonable method for defining the limitation. One possibility would be to base entitlement on national income, on the theory that a country with adequate financial capacity should not need to import low-priced medicines.124 This approach proved impractical since prospective importing countries of major concern to the United States and the European Union, such as Brazil, China, and India, would not accept their own exclusion as importers. Another option was to develop predetermined lists of countries with and without production capacity. This approach also presented difficulties. First, data on worldwide production capacity were found not to be adequate.125 Second, it was clear that few, if any, countries would be found to be self-sufficient in pharmaceutical production capacity. In a given case, virtually any country might have insufficient manufacturing capacity.

The European Union proposed several possible ways of determining country eligibility, including by asking whether adequate manufacturing capacity existed for specific cases. One complex EU proposal would have distinguished between API production capacity and formulation capacity, and would have limited countries with formulation capacity to imports of APIs.126 The United States suggested looking to objective data on manufacturing capacities, and it offered to concede that all least-developed countries would automatically be determined to have insufficient manufacturing capacity. The United States consistently maintained that the solution was intended to benefit the countries of Africa confronting HIV/AIDS, and not countries like Brazil and India. Late in the negotiations, it suggested a compromise on the scope-of-disease issue on the condition that the solution be limited to Africa.127

As adopted, the Decision gives least-developed WTO members special treatment.128 They automatically qualify as “eligible importing Members” and are automatically determined to lack sufficient manufacturing capacity for products of the pharmaceutical sector. The situation is more complex for importing countries in other stages of development.

123 The developing country position on this subject was reflected in the South Africa Nonpaper, supra note 84, paras. 6–8.

124 See, for example, the U.S. exclusion of high-income developing countries as defined by the World Bank in the announcement of the post–December 20, 2002 moratorium, USTR Press Release, supra note 83.


126 EU TRIPS Paper, supra note 85. The rationale for this proposal was not fully apparent. It would have mandated division of the production chain and likely increased costs.

127 See U.S. position at Tokyo ministerial meeting in text at note 100 supra.

128 Classification of a country as developed or developing according to GATT/WTO custom and practice is a matter of self-selection by the member. See Frederick M. Abbott, China in the World Trading System: Defining the Principles of Engagement 26–28 (1998). Article XI:2 of the Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization, Apr. 15, 1994, in WTO, THE LEGAL TEXTS, supra note 2, at 3 (hereinafter WTO Agreement), which addresses original membership in the WTO, refers to commitments and concessions to be undertaken by least-developed countries recognized as such by the United Nations. So far, the practice under the WTO Agreement appears to be that status as a least-developed country is determined by reference to the UN list. However, it is not clear that this practice is mandated by the text of any WTO agreement.

129 Moreover, because least-developed members are not required to enforce patents until January 1, 2016, they do not need to issue compulsory licenses to import products should they choose to exercise this right of non-enforcement. Footnote 6 to paragraph 2(a)(iii) of the Decision, supra note 3, provides that the requirement imposed on eligible importing members to issue compulsory licenses with respect to products under patent in their territory “is without prejudice to Article 66.1 of the TRIPS Agreement,” which is the specific provision under which the TRIPS Council authorized non-enforcement of patents by least-developed members. “[P]aragraph 7 of the [Doha] Declaration constitutes a duly motivated request by the least-developed country Members for an extension of the period under paragraph 4 of Article 66 of the TRIPS Agreement,” TRIPS Council, Decision of 27 June 2002, pmbl., available at <http://www.wto.org/english/news_e/pr02_e/pr02301_e.htm>. Thus, in using the system established by the Decision, a least-developed member may elect the alternatives of non-enforcement or compulsory licensing.
First, more than forty members (mainly developed) either have wholly opted out of using the solution as importing countries, or have declared that they will use it only in cases of national emergency or circumstances of extreme urgency. Some of these opt-outs are incorporated directly in the Decision, and some were undertaken by statement to the General Council before the adoption of the Decision. As noted below, members generally have the option under the Decision to modify their status as users of the system at any time, although this option may not be open to members that opted out ab initio.130

To use the system as an importer, a member (other than a least-developed country) must submit a one-time notification to the TRIPS Council of its intention to use the system in whole, or in a limited way.131 This notification may be transmitted at any time and may be modified. It is not subject to approval by any WTO body.132 This is a general requirement not associated with specific transactions.

When a country proposes to import under the system, it must (per paragraph 2(a)(ii)) make a determination that it has insufficient or no manufacturing capacity in the pharmaceutical sector for the “product(s) in question” and notify the TRIPS Council. This determination is made pursuant to criteria set out in an annex to the Decision, which places the determination in the hands of importing-country authorities and provides that

where the Member has some manufacturing capacity in this sector, it has examined this capacity and found that, excluding any capacity owned or controlled by the patent owner, it is currently insufficient for the purposes of meeting its needs. When it is established that such capacity has become sufficient to meet the Member’s needs, the system shall no longer apply.

A key aspect of the annex-based determination is that it is addressed to the specific product, and not to the general state of the local industry, which may well be capable of producing some products, but not the ones that are needed. The production of a specific pharmaceutical product often involves unique technologies. The question of capacity is therefore multidimensional and may take into account not only physical infrastructure, but also the state of technical knowledge about specific products.

The chair’s statement includes an additional reference to transparency, stating: “To promote transparency and avoid controversy, notifications under paragraph 2(a)(ii) of the Decision would include information on how the Member in question had established, in accordance with the Annex, that it has insufficient or no manufacturing capacities in the pharmaceutical sector.” The referenced provision is directed to methodology (“how the Member . . . had established”), not to facts supporting an assessment.133

From the standpoint of developing countries, the outcome on eligible importing and exporting countries must be considered a success. There are no a priori exclusions, except as to those countries that have voluntarily elected to opt out as prospective importers. As a practical matter, it would have been very difficult to prevent voluntary opt-outs. The determination on adequacy of capacity is made by the importing country as to specific products, and excludes the patent
holder’s capacity. This result nicely illustrates the value of formulating and executing a common position, even when particular interests must be suppressed. In this case, developing countries with potentially differentiated interests as importing and exporting countries put aside those differences in favor of achieving a more important common goal.

Why did the United States and the European Union concede on issues of income level and predetermined criteria of eligibility? From the U.S. standpoint, this approach may have resulted from a tactical error, which was to focus on restricting the scope of diseases as its preferred control mechanism. Perhaps the United States did not appreciate the weakness of its argument for limiting the solution to particular diseases. Through the mechanism of voluntary opt-outs and limitations, the United States and the European Union managed to protect the developed countries from using the Decision as importers. The European Union appears to have been principally concerned to protect prices in developed countries’ markets from erosion by low-priced imports, and to be satisfied that the solution would adequately prevent drugs produced under the system from entering Europe or other developed countries’ markets. The Decision includes the control mechanisms of Article 31, and requires importing countries to implement proportionate measures against diversion. In bilateral discussions with the Philippine minister of trade, USTR Zoellick said that the Philippines would not qualify as an importing country under the system because it had adequate pharmaceutical manufacturing capacity. On the basis of this interpretation, the Philippines continues to express concern about the terms of the Decision. The implementing legislation of Canada, Norway, the Netherlands, India, and Switzerland, and the EU Draft Regulation all rely on the country requesting exports under the Decision to make a determination regarding whether it has insufficient or no manufacturing capacity for the pharmaceutical product in question.

One matter that was not given significant attention during the negotiations was the permissibility of exports to countries that are not members of the WTO. When Canada implemented the Decision, NGOs pointed out that limiting exports to WTO members alone would disenfranchise some of the poorest countries in the world, which did not make sense from a public health standpoint. In drawing up implementing legislation, Canada found a way to permit importation by nonmembers, and was followed in this regard by Norway, India, and Switzerland. The

134 A member’s eligibility to import ends when it has established adequate internal manufacturing capacity for the product in question.
135 See discussion infra in text at note 198. Ultimately, entry of diverted products into the European Union is under the control of EU customs authorities, so not too much on this account is necessarily left to the authorities of beneficiary countries.
136 The Philippine delegate said at the TRIPS Council meeting of June 4–5, 2003: “the Philippines... had been told in bilateral settings that, on the basis of the 16 December text, the Philippines had some manufacturing capacity that would disqualify it from availing itself of the proposed solution.” TRIPS Council, Minutes of Meeting on June 4–5, 2003, WT O Doc. IP/C/M/40, para. 52 (Aug. 22, 2003).
137 Canadian Medicines Export Act, supra note 109, §21.04(3)(d)(iii); Norway Regulations, supra note 110, §107; Netherlands Policy Rules, supra note 113, Art. 1(f); Indian Ordinance, supra note 26, §92A; Swiss Transposition, supra note 116, Explanatory Report, “Granting conditions”; EU Draft Regulation, supra note 111, Art. 6(1)(b).
138 Also, in each case least-developed countries are automatically eligible.
139 A prospective importing country could join the WTO to become eligible to benefit from the system. Accession to the WTO is typically a multiyear process. Currently, more than twenty-seven countries are at some stage in the accession process, including Algeria, Laos, Lebanon, the Russian Federation, Ukraine, and Vietnam, and there are several additional observer countries. Countries that are neither in the process of accession nor observers include Liberia, Syria, and Turkmenistan. WTO Web site, supra note 1 (last modified Feb. 1, 2005).
140 Canadian Medicines Export Act, supra note 109, §21.03(d)(ii); Norway Regulations, supra note 110, §107; Indian Ordinance, supra note 26, §92A; Swiss Transposition, supra note 116, Art. 40c. & Explanatory Report, “Countries of importation.” If some member were prepared to initiate a challenge to the supply of nonmember countries, this would bring Article 30 of the TRIPS Agreement into play. An Article 30 exception to supply nonmembers under the Decision would be limited in the sense that it would apply only to non-WTO members (and would include conditions, such as diplomatic acceptance of responsibilities comparable to those of importing members). Such an exception would not unreasonably interfere with the normal exploitation of the patent since it would be consistent with the waiver established by the Decision and would not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the patent holder, taking into account the legitimate interests of third parties. Third-party interests, i.e., those of the patient community, are very strong in this situation.
Netherlands allows exports to least-developed non-WTO members.\textsuperscript{141} Canada, Norway, the Netherlands, and Switzerland effectively require compliance with the elements of the Decision intended to prevent diversion of products.\textsuperscript{142} The initial EU Draft Regulation, however, does not make provision for exports to countries that are not members of the WTO, but there is indication that this may be changed (at least to allow such exports to least-developed non-WTO members).

The TRIPS article addressed. One of the most difficult issues in the negotiations concerned the article of the TRIPS Agreement that would be addressed by the solution. As seen, the negotiations were predicated on the existence of a limitation in Article 31(f) of the TRIPS Agreement, but whether that limitation could be overcome through an exception under Article 30 was uncertain.

Article 30 of the TRIPS Agreement allows members to adopt exceptions to patent rights, and conceptually the limitation in Article 31(f) could be addressed by the grant of an exception under Article 30. However, there was considerable debate about whether Article 30 permits third parties to export products under patent so as to address public health needs. Doubt on this point was raised by the decision of the WTO dispute settlement panel in the Canada—Generic Pharmaceuticals case, which involved the application of Article 30 to both a “regulatory review” and a “stockpiling” exception.\textsuperscript{143} The regulatory review exception was found to be consistent with Article 30, while the stockpiling exception was rejected. The panel focused on the terms “limited exception” in Article 30 and said that this language implied a “narrow” exception to patent rights.\textsuperscript{144} The panel also indicated that whether production for commercial sale was allowed during the patent term was important to determining whether an exception was suitably limited.\textsuperscript{145} These two aspects of the decision, among others, raised concerns about how Article 30 would be interpreted by the Appellate Body. It was recognized that, strictly speaking, this panel decision did not bind WTO members,\textsuperscript{146} but that by suggesting limitations, it created uncertainty. It was widely considered that if Article 30 was going to form the basis of the solution, a formal interpretation (or, if necessary, an amendment) should be adopted to dispel doubts. Companies that might want to produce and export under an exception would be reluctant to do so in the face of significant legal insecurity.

Using Article 30 as the basis for a solution would not, as both its advocates and its detractors suggested, necessarily lead to a less regulated result or the absence of remuneration. Nothing precluded the adoption of a solution based on Article 30 that would have included controls or provision for remuneration. The principal alternative to interpreting or amending Article 30 was to address the Article 31(f) problem at its source: that is, to amend, waive, or interpret Article 31(f) to permit compulsory licensing predominantly for export. There was a third option of creating a sui generis solution under the TRIPS Agreement that would not use one of the existing

\textsuperscript{141} Netherlands Policy Rules, supra note 113, Art. 1(f).
\textsuperscript{142} Canadian Medicines Export Act, supra note 109, §21.03(b) (for least-developed non-WTO members), §21.03(d)(ii) (for other non-WTO members). Least-developed nonmembers must provide Canada with a diplomatic notice in writing of an emergency situation and agreement not to use the product for commercial purposes and to adopt measures referred to in paragraph 4 of the Decision. Other nonmembers must be on the OECD list of countries eligible for development assistance. They must provide Canada with a diplomatic notice in writing of an agreement not to use the product for commercial purposes and to adopt measures referred to in paragraph 4 of the Decision. See also Norway Regulations, supra note 110, §§107, 109; Netherlands Policy Rules, supra note 113, Arts. 1(f), 3(3)(b); Swiss Transposition, supra note 116, Art. 40c.
\textsuperscript{144} Canada—Pharmaceuticals, supra note 143, paras. 7.30–31.
\textsuperscript{145} For example, the panel said: “In theory, the rights of the patent owner are generally viewed as a right to prevent competitive commercial activity by others, and manufacturing for commercial sale is a quintessential competitive commercial activity . . . .” Id., para. 7.35; see also id., para. 7.45.
\textsuperscript{146} See ABBOTT, supra note 13, at 22–24.
articles as a base. This option might have allowed a more nuanced tailoring of the solution, and have helped defuse the ideological struggle between the Articles 30 and 31 camps.

From the standpoint of many developing countries, NGOs, and the WHO, a solution based on Article 30 would have the major advantage of avoiding the need for a compulsory licensing procedure in the country of export. If there were a patent in the importing country, compulsory licensing would be needed there, so the patent holder would have its interests respected. It was suggested that if there were no patent in the importing country, the patent holder would have no material interest to protect in the exporting country. The product was not being used there, and its making and export would not unreasonably interfere with the patent right.

From the standpoint of advocates of the Article 30 solution, its advantages were to a large extent defined by the perceived disadvantages of an Article 31 approach. Although Article 31 does not limit the grounds on which a compulsory license may be issued, it prescribes procedures and conditions. The incorporation of procedural requirements implies routine bureaucratic impediment. More important, it may open the door to patent holder legal maneuvering intended to delay. If compulsory licensing procedures are required on both the importing and the exporting country sides, the possibilities for legal impediment might present a formidable barrier.

From the standpoint of pharmaceutical patent holders, a solution based on Article 30 would not provide adequate procedural safeguards or respect for patent holder interests. The lack of any prescribed procedure in the exporting country would leave no means to distinguish between actions taken to meet the legitimate needs of importing countries and actions undertaken to profit at the expense of patent holder research. The absence of a patent in the importing country might prevent the payment of royalties. Just as the advocates of an Article 30-based solution centered their arguments in large measure on the perceived drawbacks of an Article 31-based solution, so the advocates of an Article 31-based solution focused on the perceived disadvantages of an Article 30-based solution.

From the standpoint of the United States, the European Union, Japan, Switzerland, and other countries where pharmaceutical patent holders are based, a solution based on Article 31

---


148 For the views of developing countries, see Communication from Brazil, supra note 79. Medicines-access-oriented NGOs circulated a substantial number of analytical papers throughout the negotiations. These papers addressed the Article 30/Article 31 issue. See, e.g., MSF, Why Article 30 Will Work. Why Article 31 Will Not (June 24, 2002); MSF, Oxxfam, CPTech, Health Gap, Third World Network, & Essential Action, Joint Letter to Members of TRIPS Council (Jan. 28, 2002), available at <http://www.accessmed-msf.org>. The WHO’s preference was based largely on the results of CORREA, supra note 13, at 25–32. At the September 2002 TRIPS Council meeting, a representative of the WHO presented its view that a solution based on authoritative interpretation of Article 30 would be most consistent with the objectives of the Doha Declaration. The U.S. delegate expressed surprise that the WHO was indicating its preference for a form of solution since, as a member of the WHO, the United States had not been consulted on that question. TRIPS Council, Minutes of Meeting on 17–19 Sept. 2002, WTO Doc. IP/C/M/37 (Oct. 11, 2002).

149 See text at notes 13–18 supra.

150 In June 2002, the United States referred to a “growing consensus among certain Members” in favor of Article 31(f) as the basis for a solution. The United States objected to the use of Article 30 on the grounds that it was intended to address statutory exceptions predating the TRIPS Agreement, and that action under it would unreasonably conflict with the normal exploitation of patents and would unreasonably prejudice patent holder interests. It argued that Article 30 did not provide for (1) case-by-case evaluation, (2) notice to the patent holder, (3) conditions of license and expiration, and (4) remuneration. Second Communication from the United States, supra note 79, paras. 17, 31.

151 Article 28 of the TRIPS Agreement expressly gives the patent holder the right to prevent making, using, selling, offering for sale, and importing a covered product. There is no enumerated right to prevent exporting, which allows some scope for arguing that patent holders are not entitled to prevent exports, or at least that greater flexibility may be permitted to allow exports by parties other than patent holders under Article 30. From a technical perspective, the patent confers a right to exclude others from “making” a product, so allowing production for export may interfere with a patent holder right, even if there is no enumerated “export” right.

152 The use of Article 30 does not, in fact, preclude the imposition of remuneration requirements, nor does it in fact assure that bureaucratic procedures will not be imposed. By way of illustration, the U.S. “Bolar” regulatory review exception is implemented via a bureaucratic and judicial maze. See FED. TRADE COMM’N, supra note 47.
would provide a greater degree of control over third-party activity. European Commission officials have suggested that they opted for an Article 31–based approach because they concluded that the United States would never accept an Article 30–based solution. However, this matter was debated within the European Council, and that may be only a partial explanation. The conclusion that the European Union in fact supported an Article 31 solution on policy grounds was supported by the terms of its initial Draft Regulation, discussed below.

The African Group in its early position papers proposed that both Articles 30 and 31 be used in the solution so as to provide the most comprehensive approach to solving the problem. However, as negotiations proceeded, a choice of approach needed to be made. The African Group spent a great deal of time deliberating this question and ultimately opted in favor of amending or waiving Article 31(f). The African Group may have made a strategic calculation that the United States would not, under any foreseeable circumstances, accept an Article 30 solution. Nevertheless, the members of the group were aware that this stance would put them at odds with many developing countries and with virtually all NGOs.

The Decision concerns Article 31 of the TRIPS Agreement and specifically provides for a “waiver” with respect to Article 31(f) and (h). The waiver forms the basis of negotiations leading to an amendment. Use of the Article 31(f) waiver provided for in paragraph 2 is conditioned on the exporting member’s compliance with certain obligations under the Decision, including having received certain assurances from the importing member. Article 31(h) ordinarily requires adequate remuneration to the patent holder in the circumstances of the case, and the waiver, provided for in paragraph 3, limits this obligation to the exporting member when remuneration is paid there. Aside from the waivers regarding Article 31(f) and (h), the conditions for granting compulsory licenses under Article 31 of the TRIPS Agreement continue to apply to licenses granted under the Decision.

Paragraph 9 of the Decision clarifies that it is without prejudice to rights that members may otherwise have under the TRIPS Agreement. Thus, members have not relinquished any rights they may have to use Article 30 as the basis for exports without the consent of the patent holder. These rights may be important, for example, in justifying exports to countries that are not WTO members, where a limited exception to rights of patent holders may need to be invoked. More generally, they may also constitute an alternative to use of the system established by the Decision.

The Decision does not provide express relief from the possibility that two compulsory licenses will need to be issued for a single supply situation. The process can be facilitated, however, in some important ways, particularly when dealing with a situation such as the supply of ARVs and other medicines to address HIV/AIDS. The “fast track” procedure under Article 31(b) of the TRIPS Agreement would provide a greater degree of control over third-party activity.

---

153 See Vandoren & Van Eeckhaute, supra note 17, at 783; e-mail from Van Eeckhaute to the author (Mar. 26, 2004).
154 See note 53 supra regarding the European Council debate on establishing the June 2002 negotiating position.
155 See Communication from Kenya as Coordinator of the African Group, supra note 121. The African Group benefits from incremental flexibility for regional arrangements, see text at note 202 infra, which may assist it in dealing with an Article 31 approach.
157 Vandoren and Van Eeckhaute count a total of three waivers: for Article 31(f), relating first to exporting members in general (para. 2), and second to regional groups (para. 6); and third for Article 31(h) (para. 3). Vandoren & Van Eeckhaute, supra note 17, at 782.
158 The negotiations are discussed in text at notes 214–22 infra.
159 The negotiations and assurances are described in text at notes 196–201 infra.
160 Decision, supra note 3, para. 9, and general structure as limited waiver of identified provisions.
161 While the waiver option is directed at Article 31(f) and (h), there are elements of the Decision that arguably affect other provisions and obligations of the TRIPS Agreement. For example, paragraph 4 of the Decision requires importing members to take measures proportional to their means to prevent diversion of products. This requirement is in the nature of an enforcement obligation (which might involve providing the basis for remedial action to private patent holders). It may implicate part III of the TRIPS Agreement (regarding enforcement). The question of which articles of the TRIPS Agreement may be affected by the Decision becomes important in considering the best means for amending the Agreement.
Agreement permits waiver of the requirement of prior negotiation (and notification) of the patent holder. Therefore, authorities on both sides of the transaction can issue licenses immediately, and the exporting member may determine remuneration after the license is granted.163

In addition, the TRIPS Agreement does not prevent a member from recognizing and giving effect to a compulsory license granted by another member under the Decision. Article 31(a) provides that a license shall be considered on its individual merits but does not mean that a government cannot base its determination of the merits of granting a license on another member’s decision. Although the patent holder is entitled to administrative or judicial review of the grant under Article 31(i), this proceeding may take place after the grant has been made.164 In the United States, when the government uses a patent without consent, the only remedy for the patent holder is to seek compensation in a proceeding before the Court of Claims.165

As suggested by the varying views noted above, the developing countries were unable to formulate a common position on the selection of the proper article in which to situate the solution. Might a united developing country position in favor of an Article 30 approach have succeeded? Its acceptance would have required a major retrenchment by the United States.166 Instead, the United States, confronted with an open-ended solution on the scope of diseases and a procedural mechanism it regarded as inadequately protective, might plausibly have allowed the negotiations to collapse. This author considers it doubtful that the United States could have been persuaded under the then-prevailing circumstances to accept an Article 30 approach, absent some other material limitations on the Decision. The alignment of the European Union with the United States in refusing to accept an Article 30 solution caused a large number of developing countries to yield on their Article 30 demand.167

Had developing countries as a group managed to agree on a common approach to the mechanism of the solution—whether based on Article 30 or Article 31—they might have been able to exercise additional leverage regarding the conditions associated with its use. In particular, a stronger bargaining position might have allowed for the explicit streamlining of dual licensing procedures, as to which several draft alternatives were formulated.168

The implementing legislation of WTO members approached the Article 31 solution in various ways. The initial proposal of the Canadian government dispensed with the prior negotiation conditions of Article 31 in favor of a “right of first refusal” for patent holders.169 Before a generic producer could obtain a license to export, it would have had to offer any supply contract it had negotiated to the patent holder, which could elect to take it over on the same terms.170 Under the government’s proposal, patent holders were not obligated to compensate generic producers for their efforts in securing contracts.171

This initial proposal seemed unlikely to result in exports by generic producers or in lower prices.172 The government was ultimately persuaded that the right of first refusal was a poor

---

163 See Vandoren & Van Eeckhaute, supra note 17, at 783.
164 This procedure is consistent with the text of Article 31, and is reflected in the practice of many countries that provide for determination of compensation after a license is granted, including the United States with respect to governmental use of patents. See UNCTAD/ICTSD, supra note 13, at 466, 477–79.
165 Id. at 468.
166 The initial U.S. position in the paragraph 6 negotiations was that a dispute settlement moratorium would be adequate to address the issue. Communication from the United States, WTO Doc. IP/C/W/340 (Mar. 14, 2002).
167 Drafts on file with author.
168 Bill C–56, section 21.04(6)–(7); and Bill C–9, section 21.04(6)–(7), as initially introduced February 12, 2004 (ultimately the Canadian Medicines Export Act, supra note 109).
169 Bill C–56, §21.04(6)–(7); Bill C–9, §21.04(6)–(7).
170 Negotiation of a medicines supply agreement is a costly and time-consuming endeavor. If patent holders could simply take contracts without paying compensation, it is doubtful that many generic producers would be willing to spend the time and effort to conclude them. After a few takeover incidents, generic producers would give up.
171 See Frederick M. Abbott, Prepared Remarks for Standing Committee on Industry, Science and Technology, supra note 106. Patent holders do not want generic producers to enter their markets, and there is a large spread between the marginal cost of producing drugs and the prices charged for them. Patent holders would have an incentive to take over contracts successfully negotiated by generic producers (and could probably do so profitably), if for no other reason than to prevent the emergence of competition.
idea. After considering various alternative proposals, it settled on the procedure of Article 31(b) of the TRIPS Agreement, requiring that the applicant for a compulsory license first seek a voluntary license from the patent holder. The legislation does not make any provision for use of the fast track for emergencies and public noncommercial use, but it does provide that thirty days are an adequate period for seeking a voluntary license. There was some suggestion in the discussion of Canada’s implementation that the exporting country could not take advantage of the fast-track procedure because an emergency (or public noncommercial use) would exist in the importing country, but not in Canada. The argument that the procedure in the exporting country should be based on its domestic situation turns the object and purpose of the Decision on its head. If Canada is going to export ARVs to Africa, this is not because there is a public health crisis in Canada but, rather, because there is a public health crisis in Africa.

Governments wishing to act expeditiously to address public health problems should not have to depend on the goodwill of patent holders. In United States law, the government may use patents without notice to the patent holder and without the obligation of prior negotiation. The patent holder may not obtain an injunction; this U.S. rule is accommodated in the TRIPS Agreement.

The Norwegian legislation and regulations permit use of the fast-track licensing procedure on both sides of the export-import transaction.

The explanatory memorandum on the initial EU Draft Regulation acknowledged that prior negotiation with the patent holder is not a prerequisite to making use of the Decision, but stated that the regulation nevertheless required it because of the desirability of voluntary licensing. An application for a compulsory license under the initial Draft Regulation must include satisfactory evidence that the applicant engaged in prior negotiations with the patent holder for a license on reasonable commercial terms and conditions, and that they did not succeed within a reasonable period of time. The regulation also specified that the determination of a reasonable period of time shall take into account a “declared” national emergency or other situation of extreme urgency.

From the policy standpoint, this proposed condition was particularly disappointing coming from the European Commission, because the Commission’s TRIPS negotiators expressly highlighted the possibility of using the fast-track provisions of Article 31(b) as a way to ameliorate the bureaucratic obstacles facing applicants for compulsory licenses. As this article goes to press, it appears that the European Union is seriously rethinking its position and may, in fact, permit use of the fast-track procedure for exports.

Beyond the general policy concern that the Commission backed away from providing an important mechanism for facilitating licensing, the initial drafting of Article 7 of the regulation raised other problems. First, the objective of the Decision is to meet public health needs in countries without manufacturing capacity, and in many cases licenses would presumably be sought to supply the needs of low-income populations. However, Article 7 required that efforts be directed to voluntary licensing on “commercial” terms and conditions, offering no hint that

---

172 Canadian Medicines Export Act, supra note 109, §21.04(3)(c).
173 This viewpoint was reiterated by the Canadian representative to the QUNO meeting Implementing the Paragraph 6 Decision and Doha Declaration: Solving Practical Problems to Make the System Work, Jongny-sur-Vevey, Switzerland (May 21–23, 2004).
174 See supra notes 164–65 and corresponding text.
175 TRIPS Agreement, supra note 2, Art. 44.2.
176 Section 108(1) provides that the applicant shall have attempted to obtain a voluntary license to the extent required by section 49 of the Patents Act. In explaining this provision, the government said:

One condition for obtaining a compulsory licence is that the producer has first unsuccessfully tried to obtain a voluntary licence, cf. Article 31(b) of the TRIPS Agreement. This is not necessary in the case of a national emergency or other circumstances of extreme urgency or in cases of public non-commercial use.

Norway Consultation, supra note 110.
177 EU Draft Regulation, supra note 111, Explanatory Memorandum, para. 3.
178 EU Draft Regulation, supra note 111, Art. 7.
179 See Vandoren & Van Eeckhaute, supra note 17.
the license for export may be used for purposes that are not market based, including public noncommercial use.180 Second, the reference to “declared” national emergency or other circumstances of extreme urgency unduly limited the circumstances in which special consideration would be given regarding a “reasonable period of time.” National law in the importing country may set conditions on formal declarations of emergency that make that option procedurally difficult, or national law may allow the government to take steps in declared emergency situations (such as suspending constitutional rights) that make such a declaration undesirable from a policy standpoint. The European Union initially proposed implementing the procedural requirements of the Decision in a way that raised concern that its use will be impeded by the intervention of patent holders. This reinforced the earlier observation that the European Union may not have given up on an Article 30 approach because of assumptions about what the United States would accept but, rather, because of a preference for a more tightly controlled process that gave relatively strong protection to patent holders.

181 The Netherlands permits the minister of economic affairs to waive the condition of prior negotiation with the patent holder in urgent cases.181 India does not limit the options for seeking compulsory licenses for export.182 The Swiss draft law proposes that licenses may be granted without prior negotiation with the patent holder in situations of national emergency or other circumstances of extreme urgency.183

Lessons from the Core Issues

Although not without its faults, the Decision represents a success for developing countries in the pursuit of their public health agenda at the WTO. While the scale of this success can be debated, the important goal of increasing flexibility for trade in low-priced medicines in both the short and longer terms was achieved. Pharmaceutical trade is heavily regulated in general, and generic industry participants and bureaucrats alike should be able to work within the conditions of the Decision. Importantly, the subject matter of the Decision—compulsory licensing—has a broader purpose than enabling specific transactions: it forms part of the critical background to pricing decisions by patent holders, offering marketing options to the government that the patent holder must factor into its conduct. The Decision makes possible the better functioning of this “safeguard” or “market protection” mechanism.

Developing countries’ success in negotiating the Decision at the WTO may be attributed to two factors. First, developing country trade negotiators identified shared subject matter interests, developed common policy positions, and coordinated their negotiating strategy.184 In doing so, they effectively employed an approach to trade negotiations used by the United States, the European Union, and Japan during the era of the original General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).185 Second, developing countries took advantage of policy space between the United States and the European Union. The Europeans distanced themselves from the Americans on subject matter the latter considered fairly important.186
These negotiations demonstrated that developing countries can improve their favored outcomes at the WTO by formulating common positions and establishing coalitions committed to cohesion. The formation and execution of common strategies may require each member of a coalition to de-emphasize some of its individual interests. Members will confront efforts to divide them, including offers of special treatment as inducement to break ranks. The coalition’s success will depend on the ability to remain steadfast in the face of counterpressure.

Yet the negotiations also suggested the existence of limitations. When the United States and the European Union adopted a common position on one core issue, and developing countries were unable to formulate their own common position, the United States and the European Union prevailed. In future negotiations it may be important for developing countries not only to formulate common positions, but also to work on creating and/or exploiting policy space between the United States, the European Union, and other developed countries. To create policy space, developing countries must identify common interests with the countries they are seeking as allies. There will be differences in the benefits and costs to particular countries in trade negotiations, and the strategy of coalition building may be more suited to some subjects than others.

In the public health negotiations, a wide group of countries enjoyed strongly shared interests, even though those countries would have different roles in implementing the result.

Negotiating power at the WTO—defined as the ability of a country or group of countries to obtain a desired outcome or to block an unwanted outcome—is probably being diffused from the United States-European Union-Japan relationship to a group of emerging developing country powers, including Brazil, China, India, South Africa, and perhaps soon Russia. China holds a growing share of world trade and is a major recipient of foreign direct investment. Brazil and India, both with large domestic markets, are improving their economic performance, attracting investment, and making gains in export markets. South Africa, by far the leading African exporter, is making strides in transforming its economy and is playing a leadership role in African politics. To the extent that these emerging developing country powers share interests in trade policy matters, and are able to act on these interests, their future negotiating strength at the WTO may prove substantial. Within the next ten to fifteen years, the coalition-building strategies of these emerging developing countries may be less dependent on identifying shared interests with the United States and the European Union.

The negotiating history indicates that developing countries enhance their prospects for success in WTO negotiations not only if they can agree on and maintain a common negotiating
position, but also if they are opposed by no more than one of the major trading powers. Failure to adopt a common position and/or opposition by more than one major trading power diminishes the prospects for success. The formation and maintenance by developing countries of common positions may not be easy in practice. They will not always share interests. However, if they focus on identifying the most important shared interests and are willing to deemphasize less critical individualized interests, they may increase their opportunities to pursue shared objectives.

Other Conditions of the Decision

The Decision consists of a preamble and eleven paragraphs. The first seven paragraphs (1–7) address substantive matters, and the final four paragraphs (8–11) are principally concerned with WTO institutional matters.

The Decision places transactional conditions on both importing countries and exporting countries. Importing countries must notify the TRIPS Council of the names and quantities of products they expect to import, and they must indicate (when necessary) that they have issued or will issue a compulsory license authorizing importation. These notifications are to be made solely for transparency and are not part of a WTO approval process. Importing countries are also expected to take measures proportional to their means and the level of risk to prevent diversion of the imported products. Prior to supplying products, exporting countries must notify the TRIPS Council of the issuance of a compulsory license and the relevant terms, including the quantities and destinations of products. Products supplied under the Decision must be identified as such through product packaging, labeling, and/or distinctive marking/coloration. Information concerning the transaction must be posted on a publicly accessible Web site.

The Decision provides additional flexibility for regional arrangements in Africa, allowing the reexport of products within such arrangements without additional export licensing. This flexibility encompasses authority to import active pharmaceutical ingredients, formulate end-products, and reexport to members of the regional arrangements. However, the Decision does not free importing members of the arrangements of the requirement to issue compulsory licenses for importation (where applicable), so that relief from bureaucratic obstacles is limited.

195 Two useful analyses of the Decision are Vandoren & Van Eeckhaute, supra note 17, which reflects the views of the European Commission’s delegation to the negotiations, and Correa, supra note 104.
196 Decision, supra note 3, para. 2(a)(i) & (iii).
197 Accord Vandoren & Van Eeckhaute, supra note 17, at 789.
198 Decision, supra note 3, para. 4. The text of paragraph 4 does not mandate a particular form of measure to prevent diversion. Since governments do not maintain standing bodies of patent “police,” it would not generally be consistent with the notion of proportionality to create a new public enforcement arm to implement the Decision. In the general context of public health, governments typically require that controls be exercised over medicine supply chains, and it is through such generally accepted public health controls that governments may exercise vigilance over the movement of medicines supplied under the system. See also Vandoren & Van Eeckhaute, supra note 17, at 787. The Decision also imposes a general obligation on members to provide means to prevent diversion of medicines supplied under the system into their territories, “using the means already required to be available under the TRIPS Agreement.” Decision, supra, para. 5.
199 Decision, supra note 3, para. 2(b)–(c).
200 Id., para. 2(b)(ii); see also General Council Minutes, supra note 10, para. 29 (chairperson’s statement).
201 The information is to be posted by the licensee, and the exporting member must notify the TRIPS Council of the address of the relevant Web site. Decision, supra note 3, para. 2(b)(iii) & (c).
202 Id., para. 6. The provision limits its territorial scope by reference to regional arrangements that are made up at least half by least-developed countries, which was understood to capture only regional arrangements in Africa. The restriction of regional flexibility to Africa is not easy to explain from the standpoint of regions such as the Caribbean, Central America, and East Asia, where there are very serious public health problems and limited pharmaceutical-manufacturing capacity.
203 Paragraph 6 of the Decision expressly refers to the “territorial nature” of patent rights, implying that importing countries should grant compulsory licenses where patents are present (unless the importing country is a least-developed country electing not to enforce patents), though the extent to which this step is necessary will depend on (1) whether a rule of regional exhaustion based on an export license is recognized, and (2) whether a region develops a joint compulsory licensing or recognition system.
The Decision waives the obligation of importing countries to provide remuneration to the patent holder when it is paid in the exporting member.\footnote{Decision, supra note 3, para. 3.} In the exporting member, the level of remuneration should take into account the situation of the importing member.\footnote{In its implementation of the Decision, Canada has prescribed royalties depending on the level of development of the importing country ranging from less than 1 to 4%. Canadian Medecines Export Act, supra note 109, §21.01(1) & (2), to be supplemented by regulations. The regulations are in draft form; they apply the U N Human Development Programme’s Human Development Index to establish the development level. The level of remuneration under the Norwegian regulations is to be determined on a case-by-case basis. Norway Regulations, supra note 110, §108. The level of remuneration is likewise to be determined on a case-by-case basis under the EU Draft Regulation, supra note 111, Art. 8(9).}

The chairperson’s statement provides that “the system . . . should be used in good faith to protect public health and, without prejudice to paragraph 6 of the Decision, not be an instrument to pursue industrial or commercial policy objectives.”\footnote{The first proposal by the chair of the TRIPS Council was based on an outline presented by U.S. Ambassador Deily, dated August 12, 2003. The central element of this proposal was the statement: “2. Purpose. That the solution is for humanitarian purposes, to be undertaken in good faith by governments, not as a part of industrial or commercial policy and hence not for commercial gain” (on file with author). Following objections by the developing country negotiators, the statement of good faith was revised to provide: “First, Members recognize that the system that will be established by the Decision should be used in good faith to protect public health and, without prejudice to paragraph 6 of the Decision, not be an instrument to pursue industrial or commercial policy objectives.” General Council Minutes, supra note 10, para. 29.} Because the system is essentially “demand driven” in the sense that exporting countries will act on the basis of requests from importing countries to meet public health needs, the principle of good faith use does not appear to constitute an impediment to the effective implementation of the Decision. Also, “industrial or commercial policy objectives” do not refer to whether an export is undertaken by a private or public enterprise, or whether for profit or not for profit.\footnote{The initial U.S. proposal for the chairperson’s statement would have limited resort to the Decision to situations “not for commercial gain.” See id. This condition was rejected.} Most medicines production and export under the Decision is expected to be pursued for profit by commercial enterprises. The pursuit of “industrial or commercial policy objectives” refers to steps taken by governments with the predominant aim of promoting national industrial development, in contrast with helping to address legitimate public health needs.

The Decision appears to offer a “transaction-by-transaction” solution to the problem of low-cost supplies of generic medicines. Understood in this way, the system may prove difficult to use in practice since a pharmaceutical producer might have difficulty justifying the time and expense needed to develop and produce a generic version of a patented medicine when there is only one customer, even if that customer might be fairly substantial. If the system is going to work effectively, it may well be necessary for a sufficient pool of prospective purchasers to be assembled. However, the Decision does not restrict the opportunities for multiple purchasers under an export license, or for the multiple issuing of compulsory licenses on the import side. Effective use of the solution may require coordination between exporters and importers.

Institutional Matters

The Decision does not require or envision advance authorization of its use by any WTO body. Notifications are provided to the TRIPS Council for purposes of transparency. The Decision does not preclude members from initiating dispute settlement regarding actions they consider inconsistent with it, but this is the ordinary mechanism of recourse at the WTO. While use of the Decision is generally subject to WTO dispute settlement,\footnote{Under the Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of Disputes, WTO Agreement, supra note 128, Annex 2, in The Legal Texts, supra note 2, at 354. The point at which an action under the Dispute Settlement Understanding can be commenced and prosecuted depends not on the notification, but on the jurisprudence of the Appellate Body regarding “ripeness”; that is, when an action by a member has become actionable.} the Decision excludes so-called nonviolation nullification or impairment actions.\footnote{Decision, supra note 3, para. 10. In a nonviolation nullification or impairment action, a member does not seek to challenge the conformity of another member’s measures or actions with the terms of the relevant agreement (e.g., GATT 1994), but contends that the measures or actions adversely affect the benefits it expected to
The waiver. The Decision includes a waiver of certain obligations of WTO members. Pursuant to paragraph 11, the waiver will terminate “for each Member on the date on which an amendment to the TRIPS Agreement replacing its provisions takes effect for that Member.” Paragraph 11 calls for further negotiations on an amendment to the TRIPS Agreement, based where appropriate on the Decision, to commence in the TRIPS Council before the end of 2003, with a view to its adoption within six months. In June 2004, the TRIPS Council extended the period for negotiating the amendment until the end of March 2005. That deadline was missed.

The mechanism of a “waiver leading to an amendment” is not expressly provided for in the WTO Agreement; nor has it previously been used in GATT/WTO practice. However, nothing in the WTO Agreement prevents members from using a combination of expressly prescribed legal mechanisms to achieve their objectives. The waiver constitutes a reasonably secure legal basis for the amendment of national legislation to implement the Decision. Although paragraph 11 of the Decision provides for negotiations with a view toward adoption of an amendment, it does not condition the legal validity of the waiver on the successful adoption of the amendment. The waiver expires by its terms when the amendment has been adopted and accepted by
Paragraphs 3–4 of Article IX of the WTO Agreement do not expressly address the voting requirement for termination of a continuing waiver. However, Article IX:3 expresses a preference for action on waivers by consensus, and a secondary rule providing for a three-fourths majority. These rules would logically also apply to termination of a waiver. The secretariat’s note on waivers, supra note 216, indicated that the procedure for terminating a waiver has never been employed. During the negotiations, the question was raised whether a waiver might impose new obligations on a member. The view of this author and others was that a waiver could be conditioned on the fulfillment of obligations not otherwise stated in the provision subject to waiver. That is, the waiver is an instrument used to relieve parties of certain obligations, but there is no reason why the relief from obligations could not be subject to conditions.

The statement is not part of the Decision, and in that sense is not subject to the paragraph 11 direction on the preparation of an amendment based on the Decision. The statement may be eliminated, modified, or used again in more or less its present form.

The chairperson of the General Council stated: “Before adopting this Decision, I would like to place on the record this Statement which represents several key shared understandings of Members regarding the Decision to be taken and the way in which it will be interpreted and implemented.” General Council Minutes, supra note 10, para. 29; see, e.g., U.S., EU Criticize African TRIPS and Health Proposal, INSIDE U.S. TRADE, Dec. 3, 2004; Communication from Nigeria on Behalf of the African Group, Implementation of Paragraph 11 of the 30 August 2003 Decision, WTO Doc. IP/C/W/437 (Dec. 10, 2004).

Including the waiver of compliance with Article 31(f) and (h), the requirement of product identification, and the obligation to provide effective legal means to prevent diversion, as well as special treatment for African regional arrangements.

E-mail briefing by WTO official (Mar. 21, 2005); U.S., EU Criticize African TRIPS and Health Proposal, supra note 219.

In the predecessor GATT and in today’s WTO, member countries have voted by consensus and, in accordance with customary practice, any one member could block a consensus. This customary rule is stated in Article IX:1 of the WTO Agreement as the preferred method of WTO decision making. Article IX:1 also provides voting rules that members may follow in the event they fail to reach a consensus; but despite this possibility, the WTO operates by consensus. Unlike the United Nations (with its Security Council), the WTO does not have an explicit decision-making mechanism that weights the trading power of its members.
find it problematic to do so. Because of the economic and political power of the United States, a threat by it to block a consensus unilaterally is credible, and it initially blocked a consensus on the Decision. Thus, the success of the developing countries in negotiations on the Decision depended on the willingness of the United States ultimately to accept a result that it had not preferred. The U.S. concession may be explained by several factors.

First, the United States did not enjoy broad developed country support for its preferred hard-line approach to the Decision, and finally found itself more or less isolated. Second, the United States has diverse interests at the WTO, and must make accommodations in some areas to allow it to press its agenda in others. In the current Doha Development Round of negotiations, the United States is seeking significant concessions from developing countries on industrial tariffs, trade facilitation, and improved market access for providers of services. It is applying pressure on the European Union to reduce its agricultural subsidies. Pharmaceutical patent holders are not the USTR's only constituency. Failure to reach agreement on public health would therefore limit the potential for progress in other areas. For developing countries, public health was a priority and progress in other areas could not be made without a solution in that regard.

Third, the United States has recourse to alternative means to accomplish its objectives. Thus, the U.S. reaction to developing country success on access-to-medicines issues at the WTO has been to shift negotiations on this subject to bilateral and regional fora. It has succeeded in negotiating significant restrictions on the ability of generic producers to introduce medicines in bilateral and regional deals. Some trade negotiators in Geneva, including those from the European Union, are concerned about the extent to which the United States is pursuing intellectual property policies in bilateral and regional arrangements that differ from those agreed upon at the WTO. These concerns are shared by NGOs and by economists at the World Bank.

U.S. Free Trade Agreements and “Certain Regulated Products”

Since the adoption of the Doha Declaration in November 2001, the United States has negotiated various free trade agreements (FTAs) with developing (and developed) countries that include chapters addressing intellectual property rights. These chapters restrict the use of...
the flexibilities under the TRIPS Agreement in regulating pharmaceutical products. U.S. PhRMA stands strongly behind these efforts. While the intellectual property chapters of these agreements vary in their specific terms, the common objectives of the United States, achieved to different degrees, are to limit the potential exclusions from patentability, require the grant of patents for “new uses” of known compounds, require the extension of patent terms under certain conditions, prevent parallel importation, limit the grounds on which compulsory licenses may be granted, and permit the prosecution of nonviolation nullification or impairment claims. In addition, the United States is negotiating for periods of marketing exclusivity based on the submission of data in the regulatory approval process, which eliminates flexibilities of the TRIPS Agreement and covers patented and nonpatented products. These provisions provide marketing exclusivity based not only on data submitted in the country where regulatory approval is being sought, but also on data submitted in foreign countries or on the fact of

232 Concerns about U.S. FTAs were raised by this author in ABBOTT, supra note 228.

233 See PhRMA “Special 301” Submission to USTR, Appendix B, FTAs—Challenges and Opportunities (2004) [hereinafter PhRMA] (observing that FTA negotiations are a “second best” to bilateral agreements, but that “deliberations in the TRIPS Council call into question the current value of the WTO as a venue for improving the worldwide protection of intellectual property”).


235 Some agreements, for example, preclude the exclusion of plants and/or animals from patentability, eliminating the flexibilities in Article 27.3(b) of the TRIPS Agreement to exclude such subject matter, and to provide only sui generis form of plant variety protection. See, supra note 231, U.S.-Bahrain FTA, Art. 14.8(2); U.S.-Chile FTA, Art. 17.9(2) (best efforts); CAFTA, Art. 15.9(2) (best efforts); U.S.-Morocco FTA, Art. 15.9(2).

236 Granting patents for “new uses” is not permitted in a number of countries. See, e.g., Andean Community, Decision 486, Art. 21 (Sept. 14, 2000), available at <http://www.comunidadandina.org/ingles/treaties/dec/dec.htm>. In a typical case, a pharmaceutical compound known to be effective for treating one form of disease may be found to treat another disease, and a person seeks a patent on the “new use” (sometimes referred to as a “second medical indication”) patent in that context. The TRIPS Agreement is silent on whether such patents should be granted, leaving countries with flexibility to decide the question. See, supra note 231, U.S.-Morocco FTA, Art. 15.9(2); U.S.-Australia FTA, Art. 15.9(1); U.S.-Bahrain FTA, Art. 14.8(2).

237 The United States provides a limited patent term extension based on the period during which a product undergoes regulatory review. Country practice varies on this matter, and it is not regulated by the TRIPS Agreement. See Canada—Pharmaceuticals, supra note 143 (describing U.S. system and deciding that patent term extension based on regulatory review is not required by TRIPS Agreement). The terms of the U.S. FTAs base the exception on unreasonable delays in granting patents. See, supra note 231, U.S.-Bahrain FTA, Art. 14.8(6); U.S.-Australia FTA, Art. 15.9(8); CAFTA, Art. 15.9(6); U.S.-Chile FTA, Art. 17.9(6); U.S.-Morocco FTA, Art. 15.9(7); U.S.-Singapore FTA, Art. 16.7(7)-(8).

238 The Doha Declaration, supra note 1, para. 5(d), confirmed the right of each WTO member to adopt its own policy and rules with respect to parallel imports. Some FTAs preclude parallel importation of patented products, thereby eliminating these flexibilities. See, supra note 231, U.S.-Morocco FTA, Art. 15.9(4); U.S.-Australia FTA, Art. 17.9(4).

239 Some FTAs limit the grounds for granting compulsory licenses, for example, to public noncommercial use, national emergencies, and circumstances of extreme urgency, or to remedy anticompetitive practices. See, supra note 231, U.S.-Australia FTA, Art. 17.9(7); U.S.-Singapore FTA, Art. 16.7(6).

240 Article 39.3 of the TRIPS Agreement requires members to provide protection against “unfair commercial use” of confidential information with respect to “new chemical entities” submitted during the regulatory review process. The provisions in the FTAs establish strict “marketing exclusivity” periods following approval based on submitted data (initially five years), do away with the limitation to “new chemical entities,” and do not allow exceptions for fair or noncommercial uses, such as by government authorities in public health systems. See, supra note 231, U.S.-Australia FTA, Art. 17.10(1); U.S.-Bahrain FTA, Art. 14.9(1); CAFTA, Art. 15.10(1); U.S.-Chile FTA, Art. 17.10(1); U.S.-Morocco FTA, Art. 15.10(1); U.S.-Singapore FTA, Art. 16.8(1). Some of the agreements allow the renewal or “evergreening” of marketing exclusivity periods. See supra, U.S.-Australia FTA, Art. 17.10(2); U.S.-Bahrain FTA, Art. 14.9(2); U.S.-Morocco FTA, Art. 15.10(2). These provisions taken together dramatically limit TRIPS flexibilities.
marketing approval in foreign countries. The United States links patents to the marketing approval process, precluding a country from approving a product with effect prior to the expiration of the patent term, without the "consent or acquiescence" of the patent holder. In the FTA with Australia, the United States negotiated a provision newly enabling pharmaceutical companies to challenge decisions by Australian regulators as to whether drugs will qualify for reimbursement under the Australian Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS). The PBS is Australia’s principal mechanism for controlling drug prices.

The terms of the FTAs applicable to pharmaceutical products, patents, and related regulatory matters raise a substantial number of concerns about the introduction of generic, off-patent products onto the market in the countries agreeing to these provisions, including the United States. These provisions may substantially reinforce the advantages of originators, even as to off-patent products, reducing the availability of alternatives and increasing prices. Limiting the TRIPS Agreement’s flexibilities with respect to pharmaceutical products will have a significantly broader impact than inhibiting the use of compulsory licensing.

As to the potential impact of the FTAs on implementation of the Decision, U.S. FTA partners have agreed that marketing approval of a medicine may not be given effect during the term of a patent without the consent or acquiescence of the patent holder. In virtually all countries, for a medicine to be placed on the market it must be approved and registered by local public health authorities. If a country grants a compulsory license to import a generic version of a patented product, in all likelihood that product (in its generic or bioequivalent form) will not have been previously registered there. The compulsory license will authorize importation of the generic version, but the patent holder may refuse to consent to its registration. If it cannot be registered, it cannot be used or sold. This prospect may effectively bar the use of compulsory licensing.

In addition to the provisions mandating the patent holder’s consent to marketing

---

242 The United States is apparently concerned about countries that do or may accept registration in the United States or other countries, or approval by the WHO prequalification program, as sufficient evidence of the safety and efficacy of medicines, extending the basis of marketing exclusivity to actions taken outside the country where exclusion is sought.

244 U.S.-Australia FTA, Art. 17.10(5); U.S.-Bahrain FTA, Art. 14.9(4); CAFTA, Art. 15.10(2); U.S.-Chile FTA, Art. 17.10(2); U.S.-Morocco FTA, Art. 15.10(4); U.S.-Singapore FTA, Art. 16.8(4), all supra note 231, and discussion in text at notes 248-250 infra.

245 This aspect of the U.S.-Australia FTA was the subject of intense political controversy in Australia. See Kate Burton & Jacob Varghese, The PBS and the Australia-US Free Trade Agreement (Austl. Parliamentary Library Research Dept’, Research Note No. 3, 2004); Peter Drahos et al., The FTA and the PBS: A Submission to the Senate Select Committee on the U.S.-Australia Free Trade Agreement (2004). Prior to approving the Agreement, Parliament adopted amendments to Australian patent law intended to prevent pharmaceutical patent holders from abusing their right to challenge the registration of generic medicines. The United States has since objected to these amendments and is negotiating with Australia to modify its implementing legislation. See, e.g., Australia Poised to Pass U.S. FTA with Controversial Drug Amendments, INSIDE U.S. TRADE, Aug. 13, 2004.

246 The terms of the FTAs applicable to pharmaceutical products, patents, and related regulatory provisions provide for the grant of marketing exclusivity, whether or not a medicine is on patent, based on the submission of regulatory data or evidence of prior marketing approval.

247 See note 243 supra for a list of provisions. For a detailed analysis of these provisions in the CAFTA and the U.S.-Morocco FTA, see ABBOTT, supra note 228.

248 Country practices differ with respect to prerequisites for the distribution of medicines. The term “marketing approval” may refer to the technical process by which the regulatory authorities determine whether the product meets relevant quality, safety, and/or efficacy standards, while “registration” may refer to the more ministerial act of placing the medicine on a register of approved products. However, the terms are often used interchangeably.

249 Article 28 of the TRIPS Agreement generally allows the patent holder to prevent the manufacturing and sale of pharmaceutical products during the patent term. However, Article 31 authorizes the government to grant compulsory licenses to other persons to use the patented invention. The problem is that the marketing approval provisions of the FTAs expressly require the “consent” of the patent holder. It is not linked to the compulsory licensing process, and there is no recognition in the provisions that the government may allow the marketing of the product based on the compulsory license, that is, without the patent holder’s consent. Of course, the government could argue that a compulsory license “implies” that marketing approval of the medicine may also be
approval, provisions obligating fixed terms of marketing exclusivity based on the submission of data (regardless of patent status) do not recognize situations where marketing approval may be granted during the exclusivity period. These provisions also give rise to a conflict with the prospective use of compulsory licensing. The TRIPS Agreement, by way of contrast, provides flexibility for governments to grant marketing approval and register medicines notwithstanding prior submissions of regulatory data.\footnote{Given early effect, but the text does not say that and there is no reason to believe that patent holders would not seek to take advantage of the nonlinked provisions.} For its part, the European Union addresses this potential conflict in its Draft Regulation to implement the Decision, by expressly providing for the manufacture and export of the medicines notwithstanding marketing exclusivity.\footnote{On Article 39.3 of the TRIPS Agreement, see note 241 supra. When the government grants a compulsory license under Article 31 of the TRIPS Agreement (and Decision), marketing approval and registration are not \textquote{unfair}.}

The problem created by the terms of the FTAs was brought to the attention of the USTR.\footnote{The explanatory memorandum on the EU Draft Regulation, supra note 111, states with regard to Article 16: \textquote{As the licensee will not necessarily hold a medicinal products marketing authorisation within the EU for the product manufactured under a compulsory licence for export, the Regulation provides for licensees to ask for a scientific opinion from the European or national regulatory authorities if they should need this for export to the country concerned. Derogations from data protection and caducity rules are provided.} The problem created by the terms of the FTAs was brought to the attention of the USTR. Its response was to negotiate an understanding to the Central American Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA) and side letters to the U.S.-Bahrain FTA and the U.S.-Morocco FTA (understandings). While these understandings appear intended to provide assurance that the FTAs would not prevent effective use of the Decision and the Doha Declaration, they are drafted in a substantially more restrictive way than those texts. Moreover, the USTR has questioned whether the understandings will have legal effect.\footnote{254 Many groups and individuals did so, including this author on a panel with a USTR representative at the 2004 annual meeting of the American Society of International Law. See Frederick M. Abbott, Remarks, 98 ASIL PROC. 95 (2004).}

The relevant portion of the CAFTA understanding states:

\begin{center}
The obligations of Chapter Fifteen [on intellectual property] do not affect a Party's ability to take necessary measures to protect public health by promoting access to medicines for all, in particular concerning cases such as HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria, and other epidemics as well as circumstances of extreme urgency or national emergency.
\end{center}

In recognition of the commitment to access to medicines that are supplied in accordance with the Decision [and the WTO General Council chair's statement], Chapter Fifteen does not prevent the effective utilization of the TRIPS/health solution.\footnote{See discussion infra text at notes 260–61.}

The CAFTA understanding limits its scope by the phrase \textquote{in particular} in reference to the scope of necessary measures to protect public health. \textquote{In particular} is language of limitation,\footnote{According to \textit{Merriam Webster's Collegiate Dictionary} (10th ed. 1993), a standard work on U.S. usage, the prepositional phrase \textquote{in particular} is defined as \textquote{specifically, in distinction from others} (emphasis added). Even if one were prepared to accept the U.S. view of paragraph 1 of the Doha Declaration, i.e., that it was intended to limit the scope of diseases, that paragraph uses the term \textquote{especially}, which connotes a degree of preference. The adverb \textquote{especially} is defined in the dictionary that the WTO Appellate Body would use in interpreting the Doha Declaration, \textit{The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary}, supra note 105, as \textquote{in an especial manner, to an especial degree; chiefly, more than in other cases} (emphasis added).} and it refers to \textquote{cases such as HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria, and other epidemics.} Here a scope-of-diseases limitation has been introduced.\footnote{If months of negotiations at the WTO were spent wrangling over the terms \textquote{referred to in} and \textquote{as recognized in}, seemingly small changes in terminology cannot be taken lightly.} The understanding also refers to circumstances of national emergency or extreme urgency, qualified by \textquote{in particular,} interpretively eliminating the prospect for compulsory licensing in ordinary circumstances or for \textquote{public non-}
commercial use. In effect, in the understandings the USTR rewrote the Decision and the Doha Declaration to reflect a U.S.-preferred outcome to WTO negotiations.

In response to an inquiry from Congressman Sander Levin regarding the U.S.-Morocco FTA, the USTR’s general counsel sent a letter assuring that its side letter would allow the registration of medicines distributed under compulsory license, though without explaining the mechanism by which this would be accomplished. More recently, the USTR has taken the position that the understandings do not provide any “exception” to the marketing exclusivity rules of the intellectual property chapters. The USTR has not explained how the textual conflicts involving marketing approval and compulsory licensing are intended to be resolved.

The uncertainty created by the intellectual property chapters and the potential impact on developing country public health and intellectual property authorities should not be underestimated. Few governments wish to become engaged in a trade dispute with the United States and most lean toward erring on the side of caution. Ambiguous pharmaceutical-related rules raise serious problems when procurement officials try to do their work.

Despite the provisions curtailing access to pharmaceuticals, developing countries have been anxious to conclude FTAs with the United States, and this trend shows no sign of abating. Negotiators for developing countries understand that they are giving up flexibility in the pharmaceutical sector, and accept that its relinquishment constitutes a trade concession in favor of the United States. The provisions are accepted because the governments believe that, on the whole, the FTAs are beneficial to the countries involved, and that compromise in the pharmaceutical sector is necessary to achieve gains in other areas. Of course, wider political dimensions come into play as well, as governments cement friendly relations with the United States.

The problem with an analysis of FTAs using net economic gains or losses as the developing country benchmark is that gains for a developing country’s textile or agricultural producers do not directly translate into higher public or private health expenditures. Salaries for part of the workforce may increase and government tax revenues may rise, which may indirectly help offset pharmaceutical price increases. But if the health sector is not to be adversely affected, there must be some sort of transfer payment, whether in the form of increased public health expenditures, or other affirmative acts. In

---

258 Proposals to limit the Decision to situations of emergency and extreme urgency were rejected by developing country members at the multilateral level during the paragraph 6 negotiations. In February 2003, Amb. Pérez Motta proposed a statement of shared understandings that would have restricted the use of the solution to situations of national emergency, as follows: “Secondly, delegations have made it clear that they see the system that we are establishing under paragraph 6 of that Declaration as being essentially designed to address national emergencies or other circumstances of extreme urgency” (on file with author). This statement was initially presented to delegates of the African Group and was met with strong criticism from within and outside the African Group. See MSF, MSF Calls on WTO to Refuse ‘Paragraph 6’ Change, Open Letter to the Members of the WTO (Feb. 8, 2003), available at <http://www.accessmed-msf.org>. By February 10, members of the African Group were prepared to reject the proposal, as were other members. Thus, the proposal was not mentioned at the General Council meeting on that date. WTO General Council, Minutes of Meeting on 10 Feb. 2003, Doc. WT/GC/M/78, paras. 36–38 (Mar. 7, 2003), or at the subsequent TRIPS Council meeting of February 18, 2003.

259 The letter referred to the parties’ common understanding in the side letter and asserted that “if circumstances ever arise in which a drug is produced under a compulsory license, and it is necessary to approve that drug to protect public health or effectively utilize the TRIPS/health solution, the data protection provisions in the FTA would not stand in the way.” Letter from John K. Veroneau to Representative Sander Levin (July 19, 2004), reprinted in INSTITUTE U.S. TRADE, July 23, 2004.

260 See Fink & Reichenmiller, supra note 230, at 3, 10 nn. 10, 11.

261 Id.

262 For a trend analysis with respect to the negotiation and conclusion of FTAs involving the United States, see WTO Secretariat, Trade Policy Review, United States, Doc. WT/TPR/S/126, at viii, para. 8; & at 20–27 (2003).

263 The author has had extensive conversations with developing country negotiators of these FTAs. There is no doubt that the provisions in question are adopted at the initiative and demand of the United States, and are viewed as a necessary concession by the developing country negotiators. These negotiators assume that the country will experience higher pharmaceutical payment outflows as a consequence. This author has proposed a move toward objective assessment of the economic impact. See Frederick M. Abbott, Toward a New Era of Objective Assessment in the Field of TRIPS and Variable Geometry for the Preservation of Multilateralism, 8 J. INT’L ECON. L. 77 (2005).
a world of economic scarcity, the prospect that governments will offset increases in the price of medicines by raising public health expenditures is uncertain.

The primary reason developing country negotiators make bilateral concessions on pharmaceuticals is presumably to gain reciprocal concessions from the United States. Yet other factors related to bilateral and regional negotiations seem to improve the U.S. bargaining position outside the WTO. At the WTO in Geneva, trade negotiators for developing countries can readily coordinate policy formulation and negotiations. In a developing country’s national capital, Trade Ministry officials are relatively isolated from their foreign counterparts and local producers exercise more direct influence than in the Geneva process. NGO’s concerned with access to medicines can more easily seek to influence developing country delegates in Geneva, where many countries can easily be brought together. Although NGOs can lobby at the national capital, it is more expensive and securing media attention may be more difficult there. The international news media play a significant role in trade negotiations. The major actors such as the Financial Times, the New York Times, and the Wall Street Journal are generally present in Geneva. They carry stories on developments at the WTO and are not reluctant to criticize the big powers. When trade stories move to distant venues and involve limited numbers of actors, they attract less interest in the “international public,” and correspondingly less attention by the international media. Finally, negotiations at the WTO are relatively transparent in the sense that draft texts are routinely made available, officially or unofficially. So far, draft texts in U.S. FTAs negotiations have been released sporadically. The public first sees the agreements when they are ready for signature. These conditions make it much more difficult for NGOs and other interested parties to put pressure on governments during the negotiating phase, and the fast-track approval process in the United States makes changing the terms of signed agreements very difficult. While perhaps none of the foregoing factors is decisive in itself, together they may help to explain why the United States appears to have more success in securing concessions in FTA negotiations than at the WTO.

The United States has given little indication of plans to alter its approach with respect to the FTAs, although members of Congress have recently begun to take note that restrictive conditions in the FTAs may impede pharmaceutical policies that the government may elect to pursue. The USTR has addressed concerns about restrictions on U.S. regulatory flexibility by stating that Congress can legislate inconsistently with the FTAs, notwithstanding any adverse decisions of dispute settlement panels.

Recommendations for Developing Countries

Developing countries face a substantial problem in attempting to ameliorate the trend toward the elimination of TRIPS flexibilities in the pharmaceuticals sector. Analysis of negotiations at the WTO suggests some possible counterstrategies that developing countries might pursue.
A common objective for developing countries in FTA negotiations would be to preserve flexibilities to regulate pharmaceutical products in the TRIPS Agreement, the Doha Declaration, and the Decision. Preservation of regulatory flexibility has been the common objective of developing countries in WTO negotiations so far, and they presumably continue to view this objective as a "common good."

Developing countries have already formed important political and economic alliances that may be used as fora for the adoption and maintenance of common positions. Notable among these are regional integration arrangements, which enjoy a particularly strong tradition in Latin America and are on the increase in Africa and Asia. Developing country negotiators may see advantages to dealing with the United States in larger economic blocs, and existing political institutions associated with regional arrangements may serve as attractive depositories for commitments.

The effects of U.S. negotiations on FTAs are not limited to a particular region. By obtaining concessions in East Asia, the USTR will put pressure on negotiators in South America and southern Africa, a potential transregional "domino effect." This possibility suggests the necessity for interregional cooperation in resisting demands for concessions. And because governments in disparate regions may see less benefit in cooperation, the politics of coalition building are likely to be the most difficult in this regard. In fact, some interregional cooperative agreements have as their purpose resisting concessions in the pharmaceutical sector.270 It remains unclear how effective these coalitions will be as the stakes rise in bilateral negotiations. Political commitment at a high level will be needed to sustain them.

WTO negotiations have suggested the value to developing countries of forming alliances with more powerful developed countries. Prospects for "common cause" may reside in the area of pharmaceutical regulation because on some important issues the United States has taken an approach different from that of other developed countries, and it is currently pressing others to conform to the U.S. position. Price controls are the subject of the most interest to U.S. negotiators, and the United States stands effectively alone among the OECD countries in lacking price control mechanisms.271 U.S. PhRMA is strongly pressing to redress what it characterizes as a failure of international burden sharing in pharmaceutical research and development, which results from the refusal of other OECD countries to allow PhRMA companies to price as they do in the United States. The PhRMA-proposed remedy is to restrict or remove foreign price controls.272 As noted above, in the U.S.-Australia FTA the United States won the right to challenge regulatory decisions in the PBS, which is Australia's price control mechanism.273 PhRMA has harshly criticized Canada for its price control system.274 In light of the pressures and trends, the United States seems likely to continue urging other OECD countries to restrict or remove pharmaceutical price controls, and to demand conformity with its position on data protection and marketing exclusivity.275 These circumstances may enable developing countries to find common

270 At the XV International AIDS Conference, supra note 56, six countries (Brazil, China, Nigeria, Russia, Thailand, and Ukraine) signed an agreement to increase cooperation in developing and producing generic drugs. India and South Africa are considering joining this group. Brazil to Coordinate Six-Country Anti-AIDS Network, BBC Monitoring, July 16, 2004, available in LEXIS, News Library, Allnews File. According to this report, "The purpose is to form a strong alliance to withstand the interests of major laboratories," and it will be supported by the Ford Foundation.

271 See OECD, supra note 52.

272 See PhRMA, supra note 233, at Introduction, 2, 7-8 (Canada), 34 (New Zealand), 57-58 (Italy), 62 (Egypt), 68 (India), 84 (Saudi Arabia), 94 (Brazil), 99 (Ecuador), 104-05 (Venezuela), 121 (Russia), 143 (CAFTA, regarding Honduras, Nicaragua, and Panama), & Appendix A, Foreign Government Price Controls Are a Major Trade Issue (referring to other countries, including Australia, Japan, and Taiwan).

273 See supra text at note 244.

274 See PhRMA, supra note 233, at 2, 7-8. Canada was also criticized for its refusal to accept PhRMA's views on data protection and marketing exclusivity, and it is in the process of amending its law.

275 The European Union has not negotiated data protection and marketing exclusivity rules in its bilateral trade agreements with developing countries. It does, however, maintain strict internal data protection and marketing exclusivity rules, and it requires adherence to those rules as a condition to EU accession.
ground with developed countries in resisting U.S. demands for restrictions on pharmaceutical regulatory authority.

Developing countries may identify common interests outside the government-to-government coalition-building context. The United States is not monolithic. U.S. agricultural exporters, service providers (e.g., in the banking, telecommunications, and financial sectors), nonagricultural exporters (e.g., of aircraft, machine tools, and computers), and others all have substantial stakes in the outcome of FTA negotiations. The interests of these other producers and exporters are not necessarily served by supporting the major pharmaceutical companies. High health care costs, based in some measure on high pharmaceutical prices, place a significant burden on U.S. domestic industry. Developing country trade negotiators may find it useful to make a case to industry representatives from other sectors of the U.S. economy that the outcome of FTA negotiations should not hinge on pharmaceutical issues.

Since NGOs draw the attention of the public to issues, which generates news coverage, and political leaders derive their authority from the public, NGOs representing affected groups may play a significant role in resisting pressures to concede flexibilities in the pharmaceutical sector. When their interests coincide, developing country negotiators should continue to engage the support of NGOs.

This author recently suggested that agreements affecting intellectual property rights be subject to objective prior impact assessment. Such evaluations would assist all stakeholders in weighing the trade-offs involved in these agreements.

Today serious cross-currents are embroiling U.S. domestic politics on the subject of pharmaceuticals. Various consumer constituencies are dissatisfied with the price of prescription medicines, state governments are seeking import supplies from Canada despite FDA prohibitions, the safety of widely sold prescription drugs has been seriously questioned, and supplies of vaccines have been interrupted. Developing countries and supporters of development interests might increase their efforts to educate American consumers (including state health authorities) about the risks of reducing regulatory flexibilities through FTAs, whose rules bind the United States. In the interest of preserving domestic regulatory options, American consumers might help persuade Congress to reduce regulatory pressure on foreign governments.

R enovating the Multilateral System

WTO members are negotiating to transform the Decision into an amendment to the TRIPS Agreement. The relationships between the FTAs, the TRIPS Agreement, the Doha Declaration, and the Decision might be clarified in the context of transforming the Decision into an amendment. From a legal standpoint, such clarification might require WTO members to recognize the priority of TRIPS flexibilities with respect to pharmaceutical products. A hierarchy of norms would be established. “Rights” established under the TRIPS Agreement, the Doha Declaration, and the Decision would not be subject to derogation in another agreement. A breach of this obligation in the application of an FTA might give rise to a WTO-based cause of action on the part of any affected member. While such an obligation would not preclude actions by one member
against another member under the terms of an FTA, an FTA action might give rise to a separate claim at the WTO.

In the Doha Declaration, WTO ministers expressly recognized the right of WTO members to protect the health of their citizens.282 This right should be given effect by the members, and by the Dispute Settlement Body.283 For example, WTO members might consider whether FTA provisions regulating access to medicines may impede the right to protect public health, at least in specific contexts. This possibility has already been raised by UN human rights organs.284 The WTO Committee on Regional Trade Agreements might be charged with evaluating this question.285 Ultimately, the WTO Dispute Settlement Body might consider whether a member’s right to protect public health, as acknowledged in the Doha Declaration, has been impaired by a term in an FTA or by its implementation.

Additional avenues might be explored by developing country members that would question the compatibility of the terms of FTAs applicable to pharmaceutical products with WTO rules. This approach would include review for consistency with the most-favored-nation treatment provision of the TRIPS Agreement, as to which there might be a claim of de facto discrimination against generic pharmaceutical exporters.286 Rules regarding the assessment of pharmaceutical products might also be reviewed for consistency with the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade, which is aimed at ensuring that technical regulations do not create unnecessary obstacles to international trade. Analysis of these questions is a matter of some complexity, and is best reserved for another forum.

VI. CONCLUSION

The international system for regulating pharmaceuticals must address the needs of the rich and the poor. When patented medicines are not affordable, governments must act. The principal mechanisms for intervention by governments until now have been regulation of prices, compulsory licensing, and transfer payments.287 The Pharma companies are asking for and obtaining stronger protection for patents and regulatory data, and the reduction or elimination...
of price controls. From this author’s perspective, stronger monopolies and reduced regulatory flexibility threaten to exacerbate the already alarming disparity in medicinal treatment between rich and poor throughout the world. The Doha Declaration and the Decision at the WTO are aimed at securing a modicum of balance. However, preserving even these modest accomplishments has turned into a struggle.

There may be a better international approach than the present one to the development and distribution of new medicines. The current system involves constant tension between patent holder and consumer, mediated through a complex body of rules. The objective of this article is not to recommend a better approach, but to emphasize that the equitable functioning of the present system depends on checks and balances. The Decision may not be the first-best instrument from anybody’s perspective, but it does give countries lacking adequate manufacturing capacity some flexibility to make use of compulsory licensing—one of the core balancing mechanisms. The adoption of the Decision shows that the WTO can address important issues of social concern. But adoption standing alone does not show that the WTO can do so effectively. Effective implementation of the Decision is threatened by newly negotiated bilateral and regional agreements. The WTO’s effectiveness can be better assessed if, and when, developing countries actually use the Decision to address their public health needs.